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SUMMARY
Working loads applied to bored piles in the chalk are almost entirely resisted by shaft adhesion. 
But the shear strength of in-situ chalk-concrete interfaces is only poorly known, and there is little 
understanding of the mechanisms involved in the development of this strength.
This thesis describes a programme of direct shear tests performed under constant normal stiffness 
conditions. The shearing characteristics and bond strength of chalk-concrete interfaces were 
studied while varying the geometry of the interface, the normal stress and the stiffness. Three 
types of chalk with widely different intact dry densities (1.4,1.7 and 2.1 Mg/m3) were used.
Conclusions are drawn regarding the importance of adhesion in contributing to the strength of the 
interface, and it is noted that the intact strength of the chalk has a significant influence on the 
magnitude of this strength. The effect of the morphology of the interface and the normal stiffness 
applied to it are shown to be of lesser significance. The importance of these factors in pile design 
is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The chalk of the Upper Cretaceous is a soft, white, pure limestone, which consists almost entirely 
of low magnesium calcite. It is composed predominantly of coccoliths which are minute plates 
derived from the external skeletons of calcareous algae. The chalk in England is a highly variable 
material and much of its variability has been attributed to the wide variety of diagenetic processes 
which have been involved in its formation. It has a wide range of porosity with a reported 
maximum value of 50%.
Pile foundations are used where it is necessary to transmit the structural load to an underlying 
harder stratum where a higher bearing capacity is expected. Piles obtain their carrying capacity 
through the bearing at the end, friction developed along their shaft, adhesion of the shaft to the 
surrounding rock or soil, or a combination of these components.
Bored piles in chalk derive their bearing capacity largely from the development of the shaft 
resistance along the length of the pile (Lake, 1974). Regardless, the current methods of design of 
these piles assume little or no participation of the shaft resistance and rely mainly or totally on the 
end bearing capacity (Hobbs and Healy, 1979).
Special pile load tests (Hobbs and Healy, 1979) have shown that the development of shaft 
resistance of bored piles in chalk is complex and may depend on the intact strength of chalk, 
development of a bond between chalk and concrete and roughness of the socket wall. It has also 
been argued that the shaft resistance of bored piles in soft rocks in general, may depend on the 
stiffness of the surrounding rock mass, due to the dilatant behaviour of the rock-concrete interface 
when the vertical deformation takes place (Johnstone et al., 1987).
No attempt has been made to investigate the influence of the above factors or to establish an 
understanding of the mechanisms involved in the development of the side resistance of bored piles 
in chalk.
This research was aimed at studying the shearing characteristics and bond strength of 
chalk-concrete interfaces under constant normal stiffness conditions. For this purpose a constant 
normal stiffness direct shear apparatus was designed and constructed, as described in Chapter 
Three.
A programme of direct shear tests was designed. The test variables included the geometry of the 
interface, normal stress and normal stiffness. Three types of chalk with widely different intact dry 
densities were used to investigate the effect of chalk variability on the behaviour of the interface. 
Direct shear tests were performed on chalk-concrete interfaces, under constant normal stiffness 
conditions.
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The experimental investigation into the index properties of the chalks and the shear behaviour of 
chalk-concrete interfaces, together with their results and discussions are given in Chapter Four. 
Chapters One and Two present a brief and critical review of the literature of bored pile foundations 
in chalk and shear behaviour of rock joints, respectively. The conclusions and future work 
recommendations are given in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER ONE - BORED PILE FOUNDATIONS IN CHALK
1.1 CHALK AND ITS TYPES
The chalk in England was originally sub-divided into three main divisions (the Upper, Middle and 
Lower Chalk) according to the presence of flint and the position of two hard layers known as 
Melboum Rock and Chalk Rock (Ward, Borland and Gallois, 1968; Clayton, 1978; Meigh and 
Early, 1957). According to Clayton (1978,1983) the two hard layers are not well developed over 
the whole deposit rendering the division impractical for geological purposes. These divisions were 
further sub-divided into a number of zones characterised by distinctive fossils such as ammonites 
and echinoids (see Clayton, 1983). The zonal sequence of Upper, Middle and Lower chalk as 
used by Jukes-Browne and Hill (1903, 1904) is shown in Table 1.1. This zonal division seems 
more satisfactory and Hutchinson (1971) suggests that the origin of chalk samples wherever 
possible should be given in terms of palaeontological zones of the chalk, sub-divided lithologically 
as necessary. Division of chalk on the basis of macro-fossils was also considered necessary from 
the engineering point of view by Clayton (1983) because of considerable evidence of 
discontinuous deposition during the upper cretaceous period and also due to its well established 
history. However, he suggested that technical difficulties such as lack of palaeontological skills by 
engineers and rarity of macro-fossils in the available samples from site investigation are some of 
the drawbacks of using this division.
Hobbs and Healy (1979) in describing the chalk distinguished five kinds of chalk within the three 
sub-divisions of the upper cretaceous (Upper, Middle and Lower Chalk), each of which has 
different engineering properties. Their proposed classification is as follows:
A) A friable, weak, white, fine-grained chalk consisting almost entirely of stable low magnesium 
calcite derived chiefly from two sources with particles in the ranges; 0.5-4 pm, 75-90%, coccolith 
plates, 10-100 pm, 25-10%, foraminifera. This is a high porosity chalk, with a porosity n, being 
generally greater than 35%.
B) A stronger, white chalk with similar grain size characteristics to (A). It has a comparatively 
low porosity of less than 35%, because of compaction (Carter and Mallard, 1974), tectonic 
pressure, or the accumulation of additional calcite in the pore space (Hancock, 1975).
C) A grey marly chalk with a porosity varying between 18 and 40% and a highly variable 
carbonate content This chalk is almost entirely confined to the Lower Chalk, although marly 
Chalk bands occur in the Upper and Middle Chalks.
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D) A stronger, tough, white chalk in which the coarser foraminifera organisms predominate, and 
coarser gritty chalk with shell debris, occurring as thin layers or bands in the Middle Chalk.
E) Beds of chalk rock occurring between the sub-divisions; the Melboum Rock, Lower and 
Middle; the Chalk Rock, Middle and Upper. The Tottemhoe Stone occurs towards the base of the 
Lower Chalk. These beds are of low porosity and high strength.
This classification is basically the same as the sub-division of chalk into Upper, Middle and Lower 
chalk in which the Upper represents groups A and B, the Middle group, D and the Lower chalk 
group, C, while the hard layers separating the Upper, Middle and Lower chalk represents group E.
As can be seen from the description each group contains a wide range of chalk properties which 
makes the classification inaccurate for engineering application. Figure 1.1 shows the engineering 
properties of groups A, B and C (Hobbs, 1974). It can be seen that the uniaxial compressive 
strength of group A chalk, for instance, varies between approximately 1 and 6 MPa. This 
represents anything between a very weak and friable material, which could easily be crumbled by 
hand, to a much harder chalk. When considered for piling purposes the two could exhibit 
completely different behaviour (the effect of chalk strength on the side adhesion of bored piles will 
be discussed in detail later in this chapter). Therefore it is very misleading to refer to any one type 
A to E in this classification without sub-dividing or further describing the chalk.
Clayton (1983) suggested that chalk grades from a very soft material with an in-situ moisture 
content in excess of its remoulded liquid limit to a limestone rock. He discussed the wide range of 
diagenetic processes that have been involved in the formation of chalk and concluded that "the 
density of chalk is a reflection of all these processes. The prediction of the behaviour of the 
material therefore requires not only an understanding of its variability, but also an appreciation of 
the factors which controlled its formation".
1.2 ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF CHALK
1.2.1 Moisture Content and Density
The results of moisture content and dry density determinations of chalk by Meigh and Early 
(1957), Burland and Lord (1969), Hutchinson (1971), Lake and Simons (1974), Carter and 
Mallard (1974) and Clayton (1978) indicate that chalk is not a uniform material and that the English 
chalk has a dry density of between 1.25 and 2.5 Mg/m3. The corresponding saturated moisture 
contents reported by the above authors ranged between 9% and 33% equivalent to void ratios of 
between 0.25 to 0.88. The above results were obtained from block samples.
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Carter and Mallard (1974) from their results postulated that there is a trend between the void ratio 
(hence density) and the stratigraphical level and that the major factor affecting the density of intact 
chalk is consolidation under self weight and in the case of the Norfolk area under the weight of 
glacial ice (Figure 1.2). In order to test this theory Clayton (1978) carried out 600 dry density 
determinations on samples collected from exposures over a wide geographical area. The results 
indicated a wide range of density as shown in Figure 1.3. The density test results are also 
presented as an average, a lower bound and an upper bound, on a zonal basis in Figure 1.4. (See 
also Clayton, 1983 and Clayton and Matthews, 1987). It can be seen that no trend between 
density and age could be deduced especially at the highest zones where a reverse trend of 
increasing density with decreasing overburden is indicated. It was therefore concluded that:
i) Gravitational effects have most probably been significant in the very early stages of diagenesis, 
up to the time when inter-particular contact was established.
ii) Other factors such as particle size distribution, contemporaneous cementation and the chemistry 
of the marine environment probably have a much more significant effect on density.
Clayton and Matthews (1987) further investigated the effect of gravitational compaction on chalk. 
They carried out confined compression tests on slurry chalk and found that the rate of 
consolidation of chalk is rapid in relation to its rate of sedimentation and that accordingly excess 
pore pressures did not play a significant part in the process of densification of chalk.
Clayton (1978) and Clayton and Matthews (1987) also examined the observations made by 
Mimran (1975) on the effect of tectonics on the density of chalk and carried out density tests on 
specimens collected from areas subjected to folding such as the steeply dipping chalk found in 
Dorset, the Isle of Wight and Hog's Back (Surrey). Figure 1.5 presents the test results as a 
histogram where they are compared with the total population of density results. It can be seen that 
generally higher densities are obtained for chalk from these areas. When the results were plotted as 
a function of the dip of strata, as shown in Figure 1.6, similar trends to those observed by Mimran 
(1975) emerged, indicating that tectonism indeed has a significant effect on the dry density of 
chalk.
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1.2.2 Strength
Some of the earliest published information on the strength of chalk was by Meigh and Early 
(1957). They carried out triaxial tests on the Micraster cortestudinarium chalk from Coulsdon 
(Surrey). The triaxial specimens were obtained from block samples having dry densitites of 1.62 
and 1.55 Mg/m3. Cell pressures of up to 7 MPa were used. The tests were performed under both 
drained and undrained conditions and the shear strength parameters shown in Table 1.2 were 
obtained.
TABLE 1.2: Shear strength parameters for chalk from Coulsdon (Surrey)
(Meigh and Early, 1957)
DRY
DENSITY
DRAINED UN-DRAINED
(Mg/m3) c' (kN/m2) <P’ cu (kN/m2) <Pu
1.62 - - 2070 16°
1.55 897 21° 1519 12°
It is not clear what rate of loading was used for these tests, but the results seem quite low and 
appear to have been affected by either incomplete drainage of the excess pore pressures (drained 
tests) or by their non-uniform distribution in the case of the undrained tests. They also performed 
unconfined compression tests on three diamond drill core samples from Tilbury and obtained an 
average unconfined compressive strength of about 4033 kN/m2. However, the specimens are 
bound to have been disturbed due to open drive sampling and also the number of tests are too small 
to obtain a representative average. The results, in general, showed a linear increase with density. 
This was also observed by Wiseman, Levy and Aisenstein (1966) when testing dry chalk 
specimens from Nazareth and Haifa.
Experiments by Meigh and Early (1957) on oven-dried specimens showed strengths two to three 
times greater than the above results for the undried specimens. Carter and Mallard (1974) have 
also reported increases in tensile strength in the dry state to double the saturated values. They
12
performed indirect tensile strength tests on approximately spherical specimens to establish 
age-strength trends in the chalk of England. The tensile strength values varied between 300-2300 
kN/m2.
One of the contributions more relevant to this study is by Hutchinson (1971) who tested 60 x 60 
mm specimens of chalk from the Isle of Thanet (M. Coranguinam zone) in drained direct shear and 
obtained peak strengths of between 200-400 kN/m2 with peak strength parameters, Cp =131 
kN/m2 and cpp1 = 42? The shearing was carried out parallel to the bedding planes. He also carried 
out residual direct shear tests on prepared, smooth and planar surfaces of the same chalk. These 
tests indicated a residual strength of c’r = 0 and <pr = 30° The rate of displacement used for the peak 
strength tests was 0.02 mm/min while that for the residual tests was adjusted to 0.1 mm/min. It 
can be seen that both the peak and residual angles of friction are significantly higher than the angle 
of friction measured by Meigh and Early (1957) in drained triaxial despite the lower dry density of 
the chalk from Isle of Thanet (1.47 Mg/m3). This could be, as discussed earlier, due to the 
appropriately lower rate of strain used by Hutchinson (1971).
The compressive strength of chalk was measured by Hudson and Morgan (1975). They used a 
closed-loop programmable testing machine and obtained stress-strain curves for specimens of grey 
chalk, Chalk Marl and Glauconitic Marl taken from site investigation boreholes for the Channel 
Tunnel. The results are shown in Figure 1.7 as an average stress-strain curve for each stratum 
with upper and lower envelopes. A good correlation between modulus, strength and brittleness 
versus calcium carbonate content could not be established although the correlation of strength with 
modulus was better.
Open drive sampling of chalk as argued by Meigh and Early (1957), Lake and Simons (1969) and 
Clayton (1978), does not produce undisturbed specimens and is far from satisfactory. Therefore 
the shear strength of chalk from triaxial tests on such specimens is not representative. Lake and 
Simons (1969) have reported such typical values for the chalk from Welford Theale section of the 
M4 motorway in Berkshire. No correlation from their results between undrained shear strength, 
drained shear strength or deformation modulus and Standard Penetration Test "N" values was 
apparent.
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1.2.3 Compressibility
In 1968, as part of the geotechnical assessment of a site for a large proton accelerator. Ward, 
Burland and Gallois divided the chalk at Mundford, Norfolk into five visual grades based on the 
hardness of the chalk, spacing, orientation and tightness of its joints. The classification was as 
shown in Table 1.3. It was however emphasised by the foregoing authors, and also later by 
Fookes and Horswill (1969), that this classification was developed specifically for the conditions 
and requirements of the Mundford site and its general application outside the purpose for which it 
was intended would be inappropriate.
The load-deformation properties of the chalk at Mundford measured from a full-scale tank test, 
plate loading tests and laboratory tests on intact specimens were presented and compared by 
Burland and Lord (1969). The results of the tank test and the plate tests indicated that even for 
poor quality chalk there existed a yield bearing pressure qy (Figure 1.8), below which the value of 
E is very high and some ten times greater than the previous published results by Wakeling (1965) 
and Meigh and Early (1957). The existence of this finding was further demonstrated by Burland 
and Davidson (1976) and Burland, Hancock and May (1983) when describing the problems 
encountered with the foundations of buildings in East Anglia and Salisbury, respectively.
Other attempts to assess the modulus of chalk have been made by Wakeling (1965,1969), Lake 
and Simons (1969,1974), Kee (1968) and Kee and Clapham (1971). Based on the results of plate 
loading tests and analysis of in-situ test records these authors proposed correlations between the 
modulus of chalk E and the SET N value. These correlations, shown in Figure 1.9, suffer from 
two serious deficiencies. Firstly, the method of obtaining the E values and secondly, the validity 
of the SPT as a means of determining the quality of chalk. It was argued by Kee and Clapham 
(1971) that Wakeling's A line would overestimate the E values since the friction on the sides of the 
foundation on two of the sites considered had been ignored. Commenting on the C line, Hobbs 
(1969) suggested that deep plate loading tests in small boreholes, whether lined or unlined, and 
particularly when located beneath the water table, do not determine the modulus of deformation of 
the chalk for general application but rather model the behaviour of a pile base. The relevance of the 
size of the plates was also noted by Burland and Davidson (1976). They suggested that their plate 
tests at the silo site in East Anglia and those reported by Lake and Simons (1974) indicate that the 
yield stress qy, is dependent on the size of the loaded area relative to the structure of the chalk.
On the validity of the SPT it has been asserted by Dennehy (1975), Mallard and Ballantyne (1976), 
Clayton (1978), Lord (1976a), Lord and Smith (1976) and Ward (1969) that SPT is a poorly
15
TABLE 1.3: Grades of Chalk at Mundford 
(Ward et al., 1968)
GRADE DESCRIPTION
V
Structureless melange. Unweathered and partially-weathered angular chalk blocks 
and fragments set in a matrix of deeply-weathered remoulded chalk. Bedding and 
jointing are absent
IV
Friable to rubbly chalk. Unweathered or partially weathered chalk with bedding 
and jointing present. Joints and small fractures closely spaced, ranging from 1 cm 
to about 6 cm apart. Joints commonly open upto 2 cm and infilled with weathered 
debris and small unweathered chalk fragments.
in
Rubbly to blocky chalk. Unweathered medium to hard chalk with joints 6cm to 20 
cm apart. Joints open upto 1/3 cm, sometimes with secondary staining and frag­
mentary infilling.
II
Medium to hard chalk with widely spaced, closed joints. Joints more than 20 cm 
apart. When dug out for examination purposes this material does not pull away 
along the joint faces but fractures irregularly. Most of the chalk of the LATA and 
PLANUS zones, where un-weathered, fall within this grade.
I
Hard, brittle chalk with widely-spaced, closed joints. Details as for grade II but the 
chalk is harder. Rock beds such as the Chalk Rock, the Top Rock and other par­
tially re-crystallised beds together with tougher shell-rich beds where secondary 
iron cementation has hardened the material, all fall within this grade.
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standardised test which depends upon operator, equipment, ground water condition, jointing 
system of the rock mass, joints opening and infilling material and presence of flint. Difficulties 
could also occur in areas of tectonic disturbance where the chalk is more highly fractured than 
usual but is probably somewhat stronger because of tectonic compaction resulting in misleading N 
values.
Burland and Davidson (1976) and Burland et al., (1983) have also reported SPT N values from the 
initial site investigations at the silo site in East Anglia and at a telephone exchange in Salisbury 
which were shown to be deceiving in a later stage supplementary site investigation. Therefore, it 
follows that SPT results could perhaps be considered as a guideline for assessing the chalk quality 
for each site but would be misleading if used as a general rule of thumb and applied to different 
levels and types of chalk which have different fracturing pattern and weathering profiles. The 
foregoing authors all emphasise that only visual assessment of chalk for each site and loading test 
of suitable size could result in satisfactory estimates of behaviour under load.
The long term modulus for the Mundford site was investigated by Ward et al., (1968). The tank 
load was left for a period of one year and it was shown that the modulus E for grade V chalk at 
Mundford was reduced to 120 MN/m2, a third of the immediate value. This was later confirmed 
by Burland, Kee and Burford (1974) who monitored the settlement during construction of a 
five-storey building founded on soft grade chalk at Reading and obtained values of equivalent 
elastic modulus E of 113 and 164 MN/m2 for each raft.
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1.3 PILE FOUNDATIONS
1.3.1 General
Pile foundations are convenient means of transferring structural loads to an underlying harder 
stratum. They may also be used to carry horizontal forces, decrease the settlements of tall 
buildings or to carry uplift forces. The type of pile used therefore should be the one which best 
suits the purpose for which it has been designed. Piles have been classified in the code of practice 
for foundations BS8004: 1986 based on the effect they have on the soil during installation into 
three main groups:
i) Large displacement piles.
ii) Small displacement piles.
iii) Replacement piles.
A summary of this classification with their sub-divisions are shown in Figure 1.10.
The bearing capacity of a single pile under an applied axial load P, is given by the sum of the 
shearing resistance along the length of the pile and the load carried by the end Qb (Simons and 
Menzies, 1975; Meyerhof, 1976; Tomlinson, 1977). As the load P is increased Qs and Qb increase 
at different rates and are fully developed at different settlements. The proportion contributed by 
each in resisting an applied load varies. The design of a pile therefore involves the prediction of 
the base and shaft resistance and the application of suitable factors of safety to obtain the safe 
working load. Sometimes the full ultimate load is obtained directly from pile loading tests on site 
in which case a lower factor of safety may be applied.
The prediction of the shaft resistance however is more complex and involves more uncertainties 
than that of the base resistance. The development of the side resistance depends on many factors 
according to Meyerhof (1976) such as:
i) Type of pile.
ii) Method of installation.
iii) Properties of the surrounding mass and ground water condition.
Driving a pile, for example, into the chalk (Hobbs, 1974, 1976 and Lord, 1976a) will release the 
pore water and produce a zone of crushed and remoulded chalk which considerably reduces the 
friction on the shaft during driving. Any induced high excess pore water pressures will however
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dissipate soon after driving, leaving the pile shaft under a higher residual effective stress than the 
original natural ground stress. By way of contrast, construction of a bored pile involves drilling a 
borehole into the chalk and pouring the concrete. The walls of the borehole have rough undulating 
surfaces which tend to increase the degree of interlocking between the chalk and the concrete. This 
together with the initial bonding of concrete onto the chalk results in an increased shaft resistance 
(Hobbs, 1976 and Mallard, 1980). Figure 1.11 shows a caliper log of a large diameter pile 
augered in strong chalk. According to Lake (1974), a pile in chalk derives its bearing capacity 
largely, if not entirely, from shaft resistance and augered piles appear to be the most efficient 
followed by conventional bored and cast in-situ driven piles.
In the following, the results of laboratory and in-situ tests relevant to pile design in chalk which 
have been reported in the literature have been reviewed. Although an attempt has been made to 
consider various aspects of piling in chalk, the main attention has been paid to the development of 
shaft resistance in bored piles which is the prime concern of this research.
2 2
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E 550z * - . W510
N 590S 520 Overbreak in 
boulder clay
E 533W 511
Depth
(m)
FIGURE 1.11: Caliper log of large diameter augered pile in Upper 
chalk at Killingholme, S. Humberside 
(Hobbs and Healy, 1979)
1.3.2 Review of Laboratory and Pile Loading Test Results in Chalk
Hobbs and Healy (1979) have reported over 300 test pile loading results of which 141 were carried 
out on driven cast-in place and 76 on bored piles. This indicates a preference in practice to place the 
concrete in direct contact with chalk. Unfortunately all the reported results were obtained from 
ordinary loading tests with no attempt to study the individual components of bearing capacity. The 
tests were all performed in weak and weathered chalk similar to Mundford visual grade V and 
therefore no trend between the ultimate pile load and the chalk grade can be established.
Of particular interest to this research are the results of loading tests reported by Mallard and 
Ballantyne (1976) on driven step taper and large diameter bored piles founded in Upper Chalk at 
Littlebrook. Two bored piles were installed, one with no end bearing contact for comparison 
purposes, and both were instrumented with strain gauges and rod extensometers. The piles were 
drilled under bentonite and penetrated 8m into chalk. The use of bentonite according to Clayton 
and Milititsky (1983) and Williams et al., (1980) can cause significant loss of side resistance 
especially in smooth sockets. Figure 1.12 shows the load settlement behaviour of the bored piles. 
By comparing the solid and shaft resistance only pile, it can be seen for example at a settlement of 
20 mm approximately 60% of the applied load is carried by the shaft of the pile. This seems to be 
a low figure when compared to most friction piles. The calculated mean shaft friction for driven 
and bored piles are plotted in Figure 1.13 which shows similar friction values in weathered chalk 
for both types of pile but higher values for bored piles in better grade chalk, with the voided toe 
pile producing a maximum shaft friction of about 470 kN/m2, as also shown in Figure 1.12. 
Littlejohn (1970) recorded ultimate anchor friction values increasing from 214 to 805 kN/m2 at 
Reading. Palmer (1965) quotes values of 35 and 107 kN/m2, respectively, in weak and medium 
hard chalk. Mallard and Ballantyne (1976) argued that the shaft resistance of the bored piles 
improved with the quality of the chalk and that in the stronger strata it is a function of the intact 
strength of the chalk.
Buttling (1976) compared the results from Littlebrook with bored pile tests at two other sites, Frith 
and Dover. It is unfortunate that to assess the quality of chalk at these sites only SPT's were 
carried out (Figure 1.14) and further, that none of the piles at the three sites were actually taken to 
failure. The piles at Frith and Dover each had 10m penetration into chalk and nominal diameters of 
1.05 and 0.9 meters respectively, the method of installation being exactly the same for both as that 
for the bored piles at Littlebrook. The maximum shaft resistances were reported to lie between 120 
to 290 kN/m2 for Frith and 120 to 630 kN/m2 for Dover. The development of shaft resistance 
with displacement for the bored piles and SPT N values for the three sites are shown in Figure 
1.15. Buttling (1976) suggested from these plots that for Littlebrook and Frith sites the load
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TABLE 1.4: Measured and deduced shaft and base resistance of
piles in chalk 
(Hobbs, 1976)
Pile type Site Chalk Shaft*
resistance,
kN/m3
Base*
resistance,
MN/m3
Category 
of dataf
Remarks Reference
S/D N  value Description
Driven
pre-cast j
Upper Below frost-shattered zone 30 (W) 2 (W) 4 No details Tomlinson
(1965)
piles West (Shell) Portsmouth Upper 5-25 Soliflucted and weathered 30-55 (U) 3 Up to 6 m over­ Lord (1 9 7 6 )
5-15
15-25
8
10, 15 
25
Soliflucted and weathered 
Weathered
Soliflucted and weathered 
Weathered 
Weathered, possibly 
unweathered
20-40 (U) 
40-65 (U)
4 2 (U)
5-7, 5 5 (U)
6-7, 9 2 (U)
3
3
3
3
burden 
(  Hobbs’ intcrpre- 
< tation of Lord’s 
I  results
Lord (l 976)b
Driven 
cast in Place 
piles
Frank! Portsmouth Upper 5-8 Soliflucted and weathered 160 (U)
3 Probably not ultimate Lord(l976)b
GKN Portsmouth i Upper 18-25 Weathered 110 (U) 6-4 (U)
3
3-5 m into chalk 
-
L or< l976jb
Franki
Dowsett
Holmpress
Norwich
Norwich
Norwich
Upper
Upper
Upp»
till
5-15
Weathered, frost-shattered 
Weathered, frost-shattered 
Weathered, frost-shattered
185 (U) 
175 (U) 
100 (U) 2-24 (U)
'
3
j V
Lord (1971) 
and private 
communica­
tion
Franki Basingstoke Upper 15-60 Weathered to un weathered 35 (W) 
65(D)
1 Ultimate not 
reached
Searle and 
Bartholomew
( ta
Driven
steel
piles
Raymond 
(Step taper)
Littlebrook Upper 10-25
25-40
Weathered, shattered 
Unweathered
20-!00(U) I 
100-220(U)
1
1
Corrugated steel 
shell
Mallard and 
Ballantynq!9
UBP (H-pile) 
BSP
Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich I 
ff
5-30
5-40
5-15
Weathered to unweathered 
Weathered to unweathered
Weathered
42 (U)
8 & 19 (U) 
av.: 14 
26 (U)
8 3 (U) 
11-3 (U)
3-2 (U)
2
2
2
8-5 m in chalk 
12-8 m in chalk 
(2 tests)
3-6 m in chalk
Hobbs and 
Robins
(1976)
BSP Chatham Upper 10-30 Weathered to unweathered 35-54 (U) 8 to 7 (U) 3 8 m in chalk Meigh (1970)
BSP Newbury Upper 10-30 Weathered to unweathered 33 (U) 7-5 (U) 3 10-5 m in chalk Hobbs0976)
Bored
piles
Bucket
Bucket
Purfleet
Grays
Upper
Upper
7-13
17-26
20-30
25-35
Weathered
Weathered to unweathered
Unweathered
Unweathered
36 (U) 
107 (U) 
165 (U) 
250 (U)
1
1
1
1
1-5 m test length 
15 m test length 
15 m test length 
1-5 m test length
Palmer (1965) 
Palmer (1976)
Bucket and 
bentonite
Littlebrook Upper 10-20
15-25
30
Weathered
Weathered to un weathered 
Unweathered
70 (U)
95 (U) 
470 (U)
1
1
1
SPT range may 
be considerably 
wider
8 m into chalk
Mallard and 
Ballantyne
(19 76)
Auger Woolwich Upper 21-38 Mainly un weathered 
Unweathered
80,140 (U) 
280 (U)
2
4
17 and 10 m in 
chalk
Tomlinson
(Preface)
Bucket and 
bentonite
Eritht Upper 30 Unweathered 195 max.(D) 
See Fig. 7
1 7-9 MN/m3 shaft 
stress 
See Fig. 7
Sliwinski and 
Vickery
Butthng^97
Dover) Middle 20-100 Unweathered 630(D) 1 In stronger chalk Buttling(l 97t
Auger, 
bucket and 
bentonite
Killing-
holme
Upper
P*
120-240 Unweathered 100- 
150 (W)
4 8 m in chalk Soil 
Mechanics 
Ltd (1975)
Anchors Drilled — — 20
80
Probably weathered 
Unweathered
214 (U) 
805 (U)
2 Littlejohn
(1970)
Drilled Broadstairs) Upper High Unweathered 500 (Y) 
1000 (U)
1 Soil 
Mechanics 
Ltd (1972)
• (U) ultimate, (Y) yield, (D) developed, (W) working.
t  Category 1 : fully instrumented piles or special tests on friction and end bearing; Category 2: loading and pulling tests combined; Category 3: specially interpret* 
loading tests (Lon), 1976); Category 4: assessed values or data given in literature with inadequate detail.
$ Probably lower porosity Type A chalk or Type B chalk.
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transfer at small displacements have similar values but the chalk at Littlebrook required 
approximately 20 mm more displacement than those at Erith to mobilise the higher load transfers ( 
Figure 1.15). The much harder Middle chalk from Dover reach considerable values of load 
transfer at very small displacements. This indicates that the strength of the bond between the chalk 
and the concrete increases with increasing strength of chalk and a larger magnitude of force is 
required to break the bond and start the displacement. It is unclear from Buttling's report what 
extent of loading was applied to the piles in the case of Erith and Dover sites and it would have 
been of interest, especially for the Dover site, to see the shaft friction values had the loading been 
increased further. The effect of chalk strength on the bond developed between chalk and concrete 
was also observed by Greeves (1977) who carried out shear tests on small, flat chalk-concrete 
interfaces and reported bond strengths of 0.05 qu (Figure 1.16) for Brighton Chalk (qu= 1880 
kN/m2) and Oxted Chalk (qu= 5000 kN/m2), where qu is the uniaxial compressive strength of 
rock. Littlejohn and Bruce (1975) found that for rock anchors the bond strength was given by 
0.1 qu, while Rosenberg and Joumeaux (1976) and Horvath (1978) obtained the following
correlation between the bond resistance of bored piles i f , and the uniaxial compressive strength of 
rock qu (as reported by Ladanyi and Domingue, 1980):
Tf = l / 3 .  qu 0.5 (1.1)
The equation is valid for 0.5< qu <40 MPa.
Greeves (1977) also carried out bond tests by vertical loading of small cylinders of the same 
concrete mix cast into the holes bored in a block of Oxted Chalk. These tests produced a peak 
bond resistance four to eight times higher than the value for the smooth joints. Kenney (1977) 
reported an increase from 0.1quto 0.5qu for the bond strength of model metal piers embedded in 
concrete when the roughness of the piers was changed from smooth to very rough. He argued that 
this increase is due to the tendency of the pier to expand the socket laterally.
Hobbs and Robins (1976) measured the ultimate skin friction values on steel H- section (UB) and 
tube (BSP) piles from pulling tests and hence derived the ultimate base resistance. The skin 
friction results for UB piles were very confusing and considerably lower than those customarily 
assumed for piles in chalk and showed decreasing values with depth against the trend of increasing 
SPT N value. One possible explanation for this anomoly might be the wedging of the shattered 
rock into the space between the pile flanges (Tomlinson, 1976). A comparison of different types 
of driven piles was also carried out by Lord (1976b) and Bastamente and Combarieu (1977). Lord 
(1976b) pointed out that higher values of skin friction are obtained with driven and cast-in place
2 8
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FIGURE 1.16: Direct shear tests on flat concrete grout / chalk interface.
(Greeves* results, 1977 as presented in Hobbs and Healy, 1979)
piles than driven pre-cast piles and suggested that this may be due to chemical action between the 
setting concrete and the slurried chalk. Bustamente and Combarieu (1977) obtained an ultimate 
load for a pre-cast concrete pile 50-60 % greater than that of the metallic tube pile and attributed this 
difference to the very different "ground-shaft" contact characteristics. They too found the 
behaviour of the H-section piles complex and obtained greater ultimate loads by 20-30 % than 
those of the metallic tube piles, a trend which was also observed by Hobbs and Robins (1976).
The results of these special in-situ tests were also gathered together by Hobbs (1976) where they 
were expressed in terms of SPT N values, chalk description and pile type (Table 1.4). The plots 
of maximum shaft resistance against SPT N values for driven and bored piles are presented in 
Figures 1.17 and 1.18, respectively. These plots have been criticised by many authors, such as 
Mallard and Ballantyne (1976), Mallard (1976), Lord (1976a), and Fawcett (1976) among others, 
on the basis of difficulties involved in the prediction of chalk grades from the SPT results .
For instance, one of the points plotted in Figure 1.18 belongs to the Littlebrook site where Mallard 
and Ballantyne (1976) obtained very misleading results from the SPT's and concluded that the 
SPT is not a reliable guide to behaviour of piles in chalk. Also, Mallard (1976) argues that similar 
SPT N values at different depths in chalk do not necessarily (without any additional data) indicate 
similar properties of the chalk. Therefore quantification of relationships as in Figures 1.17 and 
1.18 is worrying.
However, it was pointed out by Hobbs (1976) that this correlation is a personal one and any user 
should refer to original papers for their own judgement.
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1.3.3 Current Methods of Design of Bored Piles in Chalk
Kee and Clapham (1971) employing the theory of elasticity, suggested that foundation pressure 
may be estimated from the expression for a flexible loaded area on the surface of an elastic 
medium.
2 B . q ( l - 4 l p
f  = -----   (1.2)
E
Where: P -  immediate elastic settlement 
q = net foundation pressure 
B = width or diameter of foundation = 2r 
u=  Poisson's ratio 
Ip = influence factor 
E = elastic modulus
Assuming, i) = 1/2 for chalk and
Ip = 1/2 for an infinitely deep isotropic elastic medium
and assuming rigidity and applying a factor of TT/4 :
/° =1.2 q r  /E  (1.3)
They analysed nine case records on the assumption that the net vertical deformation is proportional 
to end bearing pressure mobilised in chalk. Therefore using equation (1.3) and the modified B 
line in Figure 1.19 and applying the necessary depth correction, the mobilised end bearing 
resistance was estimated. The mobilised shaft friction was then calculated by subtraction of loads 
and a linear relationship was obtained between working shaft friction and SPT N value 
(Figurel.19) from which they suggested that the working shaft friction should be limited to not 
more than 100 kN/m2-
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Two other approaches to the design of bored piles in chalk based on the SPT N values are in 
general use, as reported by Hobbs and Healy (1979), and are as follows:
i) Regarding the piles as purely end bearing in the stronger chalk and using a working stress of 
about 3MN/m2 in determining the pile diameter, nevertheless carrying the pile well into the chalk.
ii) Incorporating the shaft resistance of any overburden and of the chalk, using unit resistances 
from published data as discussed in Section 1.3.2 or using correlations (see Kee and Clapham, 
1971), and introducing a suitable load factor in case of ultimate values, and in addition applying a 
working resistance of about 2MN/m2 at the toe, provided the N value at the toe exceeds 20.
It is important to note firstly, that some of the methods described above rely on empirical 
correlations with SPT results which, as discussed in previous sections, are not in anyway a true 
measure of the behaviour of piles in chalk and can only be used as a guideline rather than a design 
routine with general applications. Secondly, despite the high shaft frictions observed in some of 
the pile loading tests (Section 1.3.2) it is unfortunate that the above methods should still markedly 
underestimate the shaft friction or ignore it totally.
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CHAPTER TWO - SHEAR BEHAVIOUR OF ROCK JOINTS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A rock mass is not a continuum but is broken up by a network of discontinuities into intact blocks 
on a scale from inches to feet (Jaeger, 1971). The term "joint" is often given to cover all the 
discontinuities which come in all lengths and spacings, and may range from extremely rough 
interlocked surfaces to faults which include considerable amounts of broken material or clay 
infilling. It is through shear and compression movements on these surfaces that a rock may 
deform. These movements can sometimes reach a considerable magnitude before failure takes 
place. Therefore, the behaviour of rock masses, particularly that relevant to surface or near surface 
constructions, is generally controlled by the number, frequency and orientation of discontinuities in 
the rock mass and their properties. Hence, a knowledge of surface characteristics, 
load-deformation and strength properties of such joints, which include the parameters of peak and 
residual shear strength and their variations with normal stress, the initial angle of dilation, peak and 
residual shear displacement and normal and shear stiffnesses, are essential in the design of any 
rock structure. To establish these parameters it is important to recognise and understand the 
mechanism and mode of deformation involved. In the case of rock slope stability problems, for 
example, a displacement normal to the joint surface caused by a shear displacement would move 
the intervening rock to surface en mass and hence the in-situ forces normal to the joint plane remain 
essentially constant. Therefore, the frictional characteristics of such joints may appropriately be 
evaluated by direct shear tests under constant normal stress conditions. However, if the joint plane 
is perpendicular to a free surface, such as in the case of a rock block sliding into an underground 
opening or the interface between the concrete of a bored pile and the surrounding rock, a 
displacement normal to the joint would act against the stiffness of the surrounding rock, thereby 
increasing the normal stress and correspondingly the shear resistance of the joint plane. Hence in 
this case constant normal stiffness direct shear tests would be more appropriate.
In the following the shear behaviour of rock joints and their mechanisms of failure are considered 
and empirical laws of friction and peak shear strength models, which have been developed by 
various previous authors for the prediction of such behaviours, are reviewed and examined with 
special reference to the development of side shear resistance of bored piles in weak rocks.
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2.2 FRICTION OF ROCKS
The surface friction of rock and minerai surfaces derives from micro-interlocking and adhesion, 
which may require rock breakage for sliding as well as ploughing of harder minerals into a softer 
matrix (Goodman, 1976). Friction measurements on rock surfaces have been reported by many 
authors such as Jaeger (1959), Patton (1966), Byerlee (1968), Krsmanovic (1967), Barton (1971, 
1973, 1976), Ladanyi and Archambault (1970, 1977), Schneider (1976), Williams (1980), 
Leichnitz (1985), Ooi and Carter (1987) and others. These measurements have shown that in 
general the friction and deformation behaviour of rock surfaces varies with the following:
i) Roughness or micro-roughness.
ii) Strength of rock.
iii) Normal stress.
iv) Weathering.
v) Test apparatus.
vi) Testing procedure.
Barton (1973) gives values for friction angles between 75°to 80°for rough joints and 20 to 25°for 
planar cleavage surfaces in slate, which are among the smoothest joints. In the case of Delabole 
Slate, Brown et al., (1977) found that water and surface roughness had a great influence on the 
shear strength of clean joints and reported a reduction in angle of friction from 29.5°for dry joints 
to 20.5°for wet joints and suggested that surface roughness can add up to 40°to the basic angle of 
friction in this material.
Barton (1973) reported published data on the effect of water on the frictional strength of rock 
joints, which are shown in Table 2.1. Most of the smooth polished surfaces are unaffected or 
increase in strength slightly when wet, whilst most of the rough joint surfaces reduce in strength. 
The most important factor influencing the shear strength of joints, according to Barton (1971), is 
the magnitude of normal stress acting across the joint. Jaeger (1959) suggested that the Coulomb 
law
T = c + on tan cp (2.1)
also held for sliding of rocks, but it was recognised later by Patton (1966) and Byerlee (1968) 
among others, that the angle of friction is very dependent on the normal stress and that the peak 
shear strength envelopes for non-planar rock joints are infact strongly curved.
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TABLE 2.1: Effect of water on the frictional strength of rock joints 
(Barton, 1973).
Rock type Description o f discontinuity Dry Wet Reference
<D° <t>°
Quartzite
Shales, silts tones and slates 
Shales, siltstones and slates
artificial, planar, polished 
(on: 30—40 0  kg/cm3)
minor faults; sm ooth, 
polished or slickensided, 
graphite coated
extension fractures; coated 
with limonite, pyrite, 
quartz
no change 
in 
general
Jaeger and 
Rosengren (1968)
Rosengren (1968) 
Rosengren (1968)
reduction
Granite, gneiss, sandstone shear fractures from 
failure o f intact specimens 
(on: 100—2,500 kg/cm 1)
*r
0.71
0.52
* r
0.61
0.47
Jaeger (1959)
Sandstones, carbonates artificial, rough sawn, 
equivalent to residual
2 5 -3 4
3 3 -3 9
2 4 -3 3  
32—36
Patton (1966a)
Shales, siltstones and slates minor fault, sm ooth, 
polished, chlorite coated
0.49 0.40 Rosengren (1968)
Dolerite
Granite
Gneiss
Phyllite
Shale
joint
artificial surface
natural schistose plane, “ keyed
schistose plane
joint
52
38
“ 49
40
37
37
31 
44
32  
27
Duncan (1 9 6 9 )
Quartzite
Marble
joint
ioint
44
49
3 4 - 3 7
42
Duncan and 
Scheerman-Chase 
(1965—66)
increase
*r *r
Sandstone artificial, planar, polished 
(equivalent to slickenside)
2 7 -3 2 3 0 - 3 8 Patton (1966a)
Gabbro
Oolitic limestone 
Chalk (2  o f 3 types)
joint
joint
joint
47
44
40
48
48
41
Duncan (1969 )
Quartzite
Basalt
artificial, planar, polished 
artificial, planar, polished
23
33
30
35
Duncan and
Scheerman-Chase
(1 9 6 5 -6 6 )
Schistose gneiss, granite, 
sandstone
artificial, planar, polished 
with increasing polish 
' during shear "
Coulson (1 9 7 0 )
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Patton (1966) carried out laboratory direct shear tests on regularly indented joints made of plaster 
and suggested that equation (2.2), which was first derived by Newland and Allely (1957) for the 
shear strength of a granular mass, described fairly well the shear strength of the irregular rock 
surfaces when tested at low normal stresses.
T = Gn tan (<p + i) (2.2)
At high normal stresses it was assumed that the Coulomb relationship in equation (2.1) would be 
valid since most of the irregularities would be sheared off. Thus, combining equation (2.1) and 
(2.2) Patton (1966) obtained the bilinear maximum strength envelope shown in Figure 2.1. 
However, it is almost impossible to estimate the geometrical component i, in equation (2.2) 
without performing direct shear tests. When analysing the results of shear tests on real rock 
surfaces with irregular roughness patterns, Patton (1966) found that the bilinear model did not give 
a good approximation to the strength of these joints for which continuous curved failure envelopes 
were normally obtained. He attributed the discrepancy to the different physical properties of the 
asperities along the joint surfaces causing simultaneous occurrence of different modes of failure.
However, despite the above difficulties, Patton's work was an important contribution and formed 
the basis for the development of failure models by other investigators such as Ladanyi and 
Archambault (1970), Barton (1971), Jaeger (1971), Schneider (1976), Davis and Salt (1986) and 
others, among which the first two are more fundamental and widely used.
Ladanyi and Archambault (1970), based on energy considerations, proposed a similar model to the 
bilinear law except that they took into account the simultaneous occurrence of different modes of 
failure by assuming that at failure the asperities are sheared off only over a portion As, of the total 
projected area A, while the sliding takes place over the remaining portion (A-AJ (Figure 2.2). 
Equation (2.3) presents Ladanyi and Archambault's failure model (See also Figure 2.3).
cn ( l - a s)(v + tancpb) + as xR
x = ------------   (2.3)
1 - (1- as) v tan cpb
Sh
ea
r 
st
re
ss
fy* ' )
Normal stress
FIGURE 2.1: Bilinear failure envelope for multiple inclined 
surfaces according to Patton (1966)
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FIGURE 2.2: Defintion of the dilation rate v and the shear ratio a
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FIGURE 2.3: Peak strength envelope for shearing along an irregular rock surface 
fori = 20°q>5 = 30°and qu = 105 MPa.
(Ladanyi and Archambault, 1970)
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where
T = shear strength of the discontinuity 
an = effective normal stress
as = shear ratio = 1 - (1 - an/o r)ki where ki = 1.5 for rough surfaces 
v = dy/dx = dilation rate at peak strength = (1 - on /  or)k2 tan i where k2 = 4 for rough 
surfaces 
or = transition pressure 
(pb = basic angle of friction 
i = initial roughness angle 
x r  = shear strength of rock material adjacent to discontinuity.
The value of or can be obtained from the point of intersection between the peak shear strength 
envelope of the intact rock and the envelope representing the the peak shear strength of the irregular 
rock surface. To quantify or Ladanyi and Archambault used the definition proposed by Mogi 
(1966). Goodman (1976) suggested that in the absence of data, the transition pressure could be 
approximated by the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock material.
Although this model is based on valid principles and is very useful for back calculations of 
different parameters from the results of performed direct shear tests, it has a large number of 
unknown parameters of which the most important are as and v. These make it very difficult to 
apply for the prediction of the shear strength of rock joints.
Due to the difficulties of defining the roughness angle i in the bilinear model, and the dilation rate 
v in Ladanyi and Archambault's model, Barton (1971) introduced a roughness scale which could 
be used to estimate the irregularities of the rock surface under investigation. From the results of 
the shear tests on a wide variety of model rough joints he derived the empirical relationship given 
in equation (2.4) and Figure 2.5;
T = <Tn tan (JRClog^JCS/<?„) + <Pb) (2.4)
where
JRC is the joint roughness coefficient representing 
a sliding scale of roughness which varies from 
approximately 20 to 0 from the roughest to the 
smoothest end of the spectrum as defined in Figure 2.4.
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EXAMPLES OF ROUGHNESS PROFILES 
50 cm ■  — —-------------500 cm •
B
A. Rough undulat ing - tension j o i n t s ,  
rough shee ting,  rough bedding.
8. Smooth undulat ing - smooth shee ting,  
non-planar fo l i a t i o n ,  undulat ing 
bedding.
C. Smooth nearly planar - planar shear 
j o i n t s ,  planar f o l i a t i o n ,  p lanar 
bedding.
JRC » 20
JRC » 10
JRC « 5
FIGURE 2.4: Barton’s definition of joint roughness 
coefficient JRC.
(Hoek and Bray, 1977)
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FIGURE 2.5: Barton’s prediction for the shear strength of rough 
discontinuities.
(Hoek and Bray, 1977)
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JCS is the joint wall compressive strength of the intact rock. 
%  an<* on are as defined in equation (2.3).
The value of JCS in equation (2.4) is difficult to measure and depends on the degree of 
weathering of the joints and varies between qu and qu/4 (Barton, 1973). Barton (1976) 
recommended the use of the Schmidt hammer to obtain the value of JCS. This will, however, 
produce only an estimate of the joint compressive strength. In general, equation (2.4) is easy to 
use and its parameters can be readily, though not very accurately, determined but its derivation was 
based on the shear test results and not on a theoretical basis. Therefore it does not anticipate a 
mechanism for the shearing process and the progressive failure of the rock joints in the same 
manner as equation (2.3).
2.3 SIDE SHEAR RESISTANCE OF BORED PILES IN WEAK ROCKS
While the failure models discussed in Section 2.2 were developed and are most suited to slope 
stability design problems where the in-situ forces normal to the potential failure planes are 
essentially constant, there are other circumstances, such as the case of a bored pile in rock,where 
the forces normal to the concrete-rock interface acting against the constant stiffness of the 
surrounding rock are not necessarily constant and increase as the shear displacement takes place 
(Johnston, Lam and Williams, 1987; Johnston and Lam, 1984; Lam, 1983; Williams, 1980). 
Figure 2.6 shows the development of side shear resistance of a bored pile in weak rocks as 
discussed by the above authors. The process of constructing a bored pile involves drilling a 
borehole into the ground and pouring the concrete. The sidewalls of the borehole are not 
necessarily smooth and have some degree of roughness. When the concrete of the pile is poured 
into the hole, it will cast against the irregularities of the sidewalls producing a rough concrete-rock 
interface. When the pile is loaded axially, there are two possible mechanisms involved in any 
vertical displacement of the pile; sliding over the roughness asperities and shearing through them. 
If displacement takes place by initial sliding over the rock asperities, it will cause a dilation against 
the stiffness of the surrounding rock which in trying to suppress the dilation will increase the 
normal stress acting across the interface. This sliding continues until the resistance to sliding 
becomes greater than that to shearing through the asperities and hence the second mechanism of 
displacement, shearing through the asperities, takes over.
The behaviour of such a joint therefore is best studied under constant normal stiffness conditions.
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FIGURE 2.6: Displacement characteristics of a pile 
socketed into rock 
(Johnston, et al., 1987)
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2.4 SHEAR BEHAVIOUR OF ROCK JOINTS UNDER CONSTANT NORMAL 
STIFFNESS CONDITIONS
2.4.1 Review
The effect of normal stiffness on the shearing behaviour of rock joints was first investigated by 
Obert et al., (1976). They carried out shear tests on intact, fractured and sawed surfaces of both 
granite and sandstone. For solid granite and sandstone they observed that high stiffness produced a 
high normal stress which suppressed the dilation and increased the peak shear stress. For 
instance, in the case of granite an increase in stiffness from 0.02 to 200 MN/m increased the peak 
shear stress from 14.5 to 41 MN/m2 and from 24.3 to 49 MN/m2 for initial normal stresses of 
0.56 and 5.6 MN/m2 respectively. For sandstones the results were similar except that for a high 
initial normal stress of 5.6 MN/m2 the relative increase in the peak stress was considerably less. 
Figure 2.7 shows the peak shear stress versus total normal stress for solid granite and sandstone. 
In the case of fractured joints high normal stiffness was associated with a normal contraction of the 
joints before the start of the dilation and shearing of the grain size asperities. Lower normal 
stiffness produced much larger dilation and a tendency to override rather than shear the asperities. 
The dilation was small for specimens of sandstone and the total normal stress was practically 
independent of stiffness, while for fractured granite surfaces a large increase in total normal stress 
was experienced under high normal stiffness.
The sawed surfaces behaved essentially the same for both types of rock, in that there was virtually 
no dilation as the shearing load was applied. In the absence of dilation the normal stress remained 
constant and independent of the normal stiffness. Figure 2.8 gives the shear stress versus total 
normal stress curves for fractured and sawed granite and sandstone surfaces.
These results show two main trends: firstly, that rougher surfaces produce larger dilation and shear 
strength at ultimate failure, and that an increase in normal stiffness suppresses both dilation at 
failure and initial dilation angle and yields a higher shear strength at failure; secondly, that for 
weaker rocks the effect of normal stiffness on the behaviour of the joint is less pronounced, 
probably due to the fact that in weaker rocks the mechanism of shearing, rather than sliding 
accompanied by dilation, prevails.
Other contributions to this field have been made by Heuze (1979), Williams (1980), Dight and 
Chiu (1981), Lam (1983), Leichnitz (1985) and Ooi and Carter (1987). Heuze's approach to the 
problem was aimed at developing theoretical models to predict the effects of joint dilation on the 
behaviour of rock structures. The analytical models were then incorporated in a finite element 
program to illustrate the effect of normal stiffness on the dilatant joints, eg. in a direct shear test.
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This study however assumed only rock to rock contacts and did not take into account the rock- 
concrete interfaces and the effects of the initial bonding between them. Moreover, it was not 
evaluated by experimental results.
Williams (1980) carried out constant normal stiffness direct shear tests on mudstone-concrete 
joints. Mudstone samples were obtained from the side walls of 1m to 1.2m diameter boreholes 
drilled in mudstone. The specimens were tested with their natural in-situ surface roughness. The 
sockets were drilled with bucket and auger in the highly weathered and moderately weathered 
mudstone. To introduce different roughnesses one of the sockets was roughened by making an 
extra pass with a grooving tooth added to the auger. The concrete was poured directly against the 
mudstone and hence the development of an initial mudstone-concrete bond was allowed. These 
tests produced, in general, similar results to those obtained by Obert et al., (1976) except that the 
test behaviour for both highly and moderately weathered mudstone was similar and there was no 
real influence of rock strength on the shearing behaviour under constant normal stiffness 
conditions. But it should be noted that the initial normal stress used in the experiments was the 
same for all the tests and equal to a very small value (approximately 20 kPa). Therefore, the effect 
of initial normal stress could not be established. No trend between the initial dilation angle and the 
asperity geometry was obtained. The reason for this, according to Williams (1980), could be that 
the initial dilation is associated with a combined shearing and sliding rather than the simplistic 
sliding only action.
Williams (1980) also performed a series of side resistance only in-situ pile tests in highly and 
moderately weathered mudstone. A total of 14 tests were made in piles of 300 to 1500 mm 
diameter. All of the piles were loaded to failure and were excavated after testing. Inspection of the 
failure zone down the pile shaft revealed that the shear zone was slightly greater in thickness than 
the depth of the asperities and concerned the mudstone only. Figure 2.9 shows typical 
load-settlement curves for the pile load tests. It can be seen that for rough sockets in moderately 
weathered mudstone, as represented by test M2 in this figure, no sudden drop in strength is 
observed after the peak. For smooth sockets an abrupt loss of capacity is noted after the peak is 
reached. In the case of the test in the highly weathered mudstone (test ES in Figure 2.9) the 
capacity was still steadily rising at the maximum settlement of 176 mm. In general, the agreement 
between the pile test and the laboratory test results were poor in the case of the highly weathered 
mudstone, while for the moderately weathered mudstone it was reasonable. The reason for the 
former discrepancy was attributed to the softening of the laboratory specimens in the fog room 
(Williams, 1980). It must be noted that the rock mass modulus for mudstone was back analysed 
from the side resistance only pile load tests, in accordance with the elastic analysis by Pells and 
Turner (1979), and according to Williams (1980) varied from 1/2 to 2 times the values measured
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from the pressuremeter test. This variation could be due to to the difference in the pile socket 
diameter and the pressuremeter size. Also, a side resistance only pile which settles through the 
mechanism of sliding and shearing, effects the surrounding rock mass in a different manner to a 
pressuremeter test. Therefore, the calculated values of modulus based on the former might not 
necessarily correspond to that obtained from the pressuremeter test.
The work of Williams (1980) was followed by Dight and Chiu (1981) who used Ladanyi and 
Archambault's (1970) constant normal load peak strength criterion to predict the stress path of 
constant normal stiffness tests. This criterion was chosen because it takes into account the intact 
shearing through the asperities, the influence of normal stress on dilation and the effect of 
progressive failure. However, it must be noted that Ladanyi and Archambault's model does not 
allow for any initial solid contacts of the joint surfaces. This model was based on regular 
triangular surfaces and Dight and Chiu (1981) used the method proposed by Tse and Cruden 
(1978) and Wu and Ali (1978) to reduce random roughness profiles to regular triangular profiles. 
Uncertainties about the validity of this technique and of the application of Ladanyi and 
Archambault's model to predict the shear behaviour of joints under constant normal stiffness 
conditions, brought about the next phase of investigation at Monash University and the work of 
Lam (1983) on the shear behaviour of concrete-rock joints. He studied the shear behaviour of 
regular triangular rock-concrete joints under constant normal stiffness conditions and by 
considering the various mechanisms involved in the deformation of such joints (Figure 2.10), 
developed a series of analytical expressions which describe the resistance of the joints to shear 
displacement. These are as follows:
i) For sliding displacement:
T = ( a „ o  + A o n)tan(i + <psl) +
n cs, 4t sini cosi
cos 1 [1 ]  (2.5)
2 n cos2 i (1 - tan i tan <psl) n qu
ii) For initial shear displacement:
T1 cshtan i
T =  (a no+  A  a n) tan  (0  +  <Psh) + (2.6)
cos2 8 (tan i + tan 8) (1 - tan 6 tan (psh)
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Where
t  = average applied shear stress.
(Tno = average initial normal stress.
A<yn = increase in normal stress due to dilation (=KAy) 
i = asperity angle.
(Psi = average friction angle relevant to sliding on asperity face. 
csl = cohesion relevant to sliding on asperity face, 
cpsh = averagefriction angle relevant to shearing through asperity. 
c sh -  cohesion relevant to shearing through asperities.
T[ = interlocking factor which is defined as (1 - 2 Ax /  L ) and is the length of contact between 
concrete and rock. 
qu = uniaxial compressive strength of rock.
0 = angle made by initial shear plane with horizontal.
In order to evaluate the relevance and accuracy of these expressions, Lam (1983) carried out direct 
shear tests under constant normal stiffness conditions on regular triangular concrete-rock joints 
with two different asperity angles. The tests made use of a synthetic rock like material which was 
formed into a joint with concrete. In doing so, no initial bonding of concrete onto the rock was 
allowed. This was achieved by placing a layer of plastic food wrapper on the surface of the rock 
when pouring the concrete. The tests were performed in a specially designed large direct shear 
machine. Lam (1983) argued that each of the tests showed four principal stages as shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 2.11 and as follows:
i) Initial dilation; A toB.
ii) Destruction of cohesive bond and asperity sliding; B to C.
iii) Continued sliding and increase of shear stress to the peak; C to D.
iv) Asperity shearing; D to E.
Figures 2.12 to 2.14 show the results obtained with six typical tests with a range of asperity 
angles, specimen saturated moisture contents, initial normal stresses and stiffnesses. It can be seen 
that for the tests at the higher initial normal stress and stiffness, the peak at point B was less 
pronounced and not associated with a drop in shear strength. Therefore, as indicated, the 
theoretical predictions do not appear to suggest the same mechanism. At the lower level of normal
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stress and stiffness the predicted increase from point C to the second peak at D is usually, as 
shown in the figures, sharper than those given by the experimental measurements. The reason for 
this could be that the onset of sliding, as also pointed out by Williams (1980), is associated with 
fracturing of the asperities thereby suppressing the dilation and hence giving a lower angle of 
sliding friction.
Lam (1983) also performed direct shear tests under constant normal stiffness conditions on planar 
rock-concrete joints from which he concluded that their peak frictional characteristics are dependent 
on both the initial normal stress and normal stiffness. For zero normal stiffness which 
corresponds to the constant normal stress conditions, the peak angle of friction was found to be 
about 37.5? However, with an applied normal stiffness of 950 kPa/mm the peak angle of friction 
was significantly reduced to about 30.4° (see also Johnston and Lam, 1984). These findings are in 
contrast to the results obtained by Obert et al., (1976) on sawed surfaces of granite and sandstone, 
probably due to a rougher surface profile of the specimen used by Lam (1983). Figure 2.15 
shows a typical roughness profile of the planar joints.
The effect of initial normal stress on the behaviour of joints under constant normal stiffness 
conditions has also been observed by Leichnitz (1985). He carried out laboratory direct shear tests 
on rough sandstone surfaces under both conditions of constant normal load and stiffness. From 
the test results he concluded that, in general, the shear force and normal displacements are 
independent of the normal stiffness and are functions of shear displacement and normal force and 
that the effect of normal stiffness on the shear behaviour of these joints was evident only at low 
initial normal force. This seems reasonable since at higher initial normal stress level the dilation is 
supressed and hence the normal stiffness would not be activated, therefore its influence becomes 
negligible. Also, larger shear displacments would mean the possibility of sliding over the 
asperities and movements over the sheared surfaces and hence producing dilations which would 
then act against the normal stiffness. However, these tests were on rock to rock contacts and no 
initial bonding between the two halves of the joints were present
Another report of shear test results, more relevant to this study, was given by Ooi and Carter 
(1987). The specimens used for the constant normal stiffness shear tests were firstly, a specially 
prepared rough interface with regular triangular asperities of sandstone and concrete and secondly, 
an intact core specimen of naturally occurring carbonate sandstone (calcarenite). Although the two 
samples showed quite similar shear stress - shear displacement behaviour as in Figure 2.16 (a), it 
can be seen from Figure 2.16 (b) and (c) that the mechanism of shear displacement and shear 
failure are different. The intact specimen showed no dilation but a small contraction which became 
significant only after the peak response producing a reduction in the normal stress. Therefore, in 
this case normal stiffness had no influence on the shearing behaviour of the intact core specimen of 
carbonate sandstone.
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The sandstone concrete joints, on the other hand, began to dilate from the start which due to the 
presence of the normal stiffness resulted in increases in normal stress and hence the peak shear 
strength. However, a comparison of Figures 2.16 (a) and (c) reveals that only a small amount of 
dilation took place before the peak and therefore only a small normal stress increase was 
experienced, as shown in Figure 2.16 (d). It is in fact evident from this figure that the bonding 
between the concrete and sandstone has produced quite a stiff joint, providing a shear strength of 
approximately 2000 kPa before any significant sliding or normal stress increase has taken 
place. After this point a small drop in strength followed by an increase to a second peak seems to 
have occurred which is analogous to the failure stages observed by Lam (1983). However, it 
must be noted that the stage between the first and the second peak appears to be suppressed, 
especially considering that the operating normal stiffness and initial normal stress was only 340 
kPa/mm and 311 kPa, respectively.
2.4.2 Discussion
The shear behaviour of rock and rock-concrete joints under constant normal stiffness conditions 
has been reviewed. It can be seen from the evidence provided that the effect of stiffness on the 
shear behaviour of rough joints is to increase the normal stress which will in turn increase the peak 
shear strength of the joint (Obert et al., 1976; Williams, 1980; Lam, 1983). However, this effect 
has been found to be dependent on the roughness of the joint surface, initial normal stress across 
the joint, presence of any initial bonding between the joint surfaces and the strength of the intact 
rock. If the surface of the joint is smooth and planar there will be very little or no dilation and 
hence the normal stiffness will have little or no effect on the behaviour of the joints (Obert, et al., 
1976). The same trend is also observed in the case of the high initial normal stresses or the weaker 
rocks where the displacement mechanism might be that of shearing through rather than sliding over 
the asperities and hence no dilation.^The work of Dight and Chiu (1981) and Lam (1983) assumes 
that no bonding is developed between concrete and mudstone which might not be the case for all 
rocks. Experience with rotary cored anchors and piles in chalk which were subsequently 
uncovered and also the direct shear tests by Greeves (1977) have shown that concrete has the 
ability to bond onto chalk when cast directly on to it (Hobbs and Healy, 1979). Therefore, the 
shear behaviour of chalk-concrete joints might resemble that of the sandstone-concrete joints 
reported by Ooi et al., (1987), depending of course on the strength of the bond. By the same 
reasoning as above, the analytical solutions put forward by Heuze (1979) and Lam (1983), and 
also Ladanyi and Archambault's criterion used by Dight and Chiu (1981) and Lam (1983) for the 
prediction of the shearing behaviour of the rock- concrete joints under constant normal stiffness 
conditons, are not directly applicable to the case of chalk-concrete interface. Although it is noted 
that Lam (1983) has introduced in his criterion a cohesion term:
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to take into account the shearing of the micro-rock asperities at high normal stresses, there is no 
term to describe the nature of the initial bonding of concrete onto the rock which could vary 
according to the rock lithology.
CHAPTER THREE - CONSTANT NORMAL STIFFNESS DIRECT 
SHEAR APPARATUS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Joints and planes of weakness nearly always control the mechanical behaviour of rock in-situ. 
Direct shear tests provide the simplest means of obtaining the properties of such discontinuities in 
the laboratory or in-situ. They yield directly the relationship between the applied stresses and the 
resulting horizontal and vertical deformations necessary to characterise deformability and strength 
properties.
Direct shear machines, to perform such tests, have been described by Krsmanovic and Langof 
(1964), Locher (1968), Goodman and Ohnishi (1973), Martin and Millar (1974), Obert et al., 
(1974), Franklin (1985), Leichnitz (1985), Lam (1983) and Ooi and Carter (1987). In general, a 
direct shear apparatus consists of an upper and a lower shear box containing the two portions of 
the rock specimen, with the surface of the discontinuity being coincident with the plane of 
shearing. A normal load is applied by a hydraulic or a screwjack, or sometimes by dead weights 
(in case of small normal loads), and maintained while shearing load is built up by a screw or 
hydraulic ram. Figure 3.1 shows the principle of a direct shear apparatus for both constant and 
normal stiffness conditions, as in the case of an underground opening or the side of a bored pile in 
rock.
In order to improve the prediction of the side adhesion of bored piles in chalk, direct shear tests of 
chalk-concrete interfaces under constant normal stiffness conditions were proposed. To carry out 
this task a constant normal stiffness direct shear machine was designed and constructed. In this 
chapter the details of design, components and performance of this machine are described.
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3.2 ELEMENTS OF DESIGN
The direct shear apparatus was primarily intended for performing shear tests on chalk-concrete 
interfaces under constant normal stiffness conditions to simulate the situation on the side of a bored 
pile in chalk. However, with minor modifications it will have general use for testing different 
types of rock joints under various conditions of loading and displacements. Therefore, to suit this 
purpose and model in-situ conditions the following were selected as the main design requirements 
of the shear apparatus:
i) For the shear boxes to hold specimens of chalk and concrete, allowing the concrete to be cast 
directly against the chalk and the development of a bond between them.
ii) Provision for a constant normal stiffness condition. This is to control any dilation of the joint 
so that it acts against a spring with a given constant stiffness.
iii) Control of the rate of loading and displacements, so that the experiments could be carried out 
with a speed appropriate to the specimen types and time to full drainage.
iv) Uniform distribution of stresses and elimination of stress concentrations.
v) Provisions for the interface to be submerged in a water bath during test.
vi) Minimal friction in the horizontal and vertical movements of the boxes.
vii) Accurate measurements of stresses and displacements to provide sufficient data for 
assessment of the behaviour of the joint under the given test conditions.
Similar design parameters were required by Lam (1983) in developing a shear apparatus for testing 
mudstone-concrete interfaces under constant normal stiffness conditions. The general layout of the 
two machines are therefore comparable whilst the details for shear boxes and specimen 
preparation, normal stiffness, loading systems and pressure controls have been adopted to meet the 
specific requirements for chalk.
3.3 THE CONSTANT NORMAL STIFFNESS DIRECT SHEAR MACHINE
3.3.1 General Description
The shear machine consists of a loading frame made of grade 43 steel double channel sections for 
horizontal members and universal columns for vertical members which are all bolted together 
(Figure 3.2). On its lowest horizontal member it supports the shear boxes containing specimens of 
chalk and concrete. The lower shear box can move horizontally only on two tracks of ball 
bearings. The top box is restrained from horizontal movement by means of a bracket connected to 
the middle horizontal member of the frame, and acts against the universal column through a 
horizontal steel shaft. Any vertical movement of the top box takes place through a 60mm diameter 
vertical steel shaft and a fine bush bearing. Therefore, this box is restricted from moving in any 
other direction but vertical by the action of the shaft and bush bearing, the bolts and by means of 
another bracket at the other end of the box. The friction between the top box and the brackets is 
kept to a mimimum by means of roller needle bearings attached to these brackets. The top of the 
vertical shaft is connected via a load cell to a proving ring which behaves as a spring, simulating 
the constant normal stiffness on the boxes. By choosing different proving rings a variety of 
stiffnesses can be introduced. The normal load is applied by a screwjack which is attached to the 
proving ring and acts against the top member of the loading frame. The shear load is exerted to the 
lower shear box by a hydraulic constant pressure pump whose output is connected to a hydraulic 
ram acting against the universal column. An overall view of the machine and arrangement of the 
boxes and support systems is shown in Plate 3.1.
3.3.2 Details of Shear Boxes
The shear boxes (Plate 3.2) are made of steel plates bolted together to form rectangular boxes. The 
lower shear box containing the specimen of chalk is 300 x 170 x 98mm in size and has two 
grooved tracks bolted to its bottom for sliding over the ball bearings. The maximum size of the 
specimen is decided by the size of the top box which 200 x 100 x 80mm, although with minor 
modifications larger samples could be accommodated.
3.3.2.1 Procedure for Assembling the Shear Boxes
The procedure for assembling the shear boxes to incorporate the chalk and concrete specimens was 
as follows:
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1. Lower Shear Box. 9. Screw Jack.
2. Top Shear Box. 10. Hydraulic ram.
3. Horizontal restraint for the top Shear Box. 11. Shear load cell.
4. Roller Needle Bearings. 12. Vertical load cell.
5. Ball Bearings. 13. Horizontal restraint shaft.
6. 60 mm diameter steel shaft. 14. 254 x 254 x 89 kg Universal Columns.
7. Bush bearing. 15. 2 x 203 x 2.978 kg channels.
8. Proving Ring.
FIGURE 3.2: Constant normal stiffness direct shear apparatus.
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BPLATE 3.1 : An overall view of the constant normal stiffness direct shear
machine (A) and arrangement of shear boxes and support system inside 
the machine (B)
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PLATE 3.2: Chalk-concrete interface and the top box assembly
(A) ready to be placed in the lower shear box (B).
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i) The chalk specimen prepared to the required size and shape (see Section 4.5.2) was placed 
inside a steel mould which is the same size as the top box. It is important at this stage that the 
chalk specimen has square faces and is of correct height so that when the concrete is poured the 
shear plane is horizontal and has correct spacing relative to the top box.
ii) The top box was placed on top of the mould, sealed and secured in place.
iii) After flooding the surface of the chalk with water the concrete mix (details and design are 
described in Section 4.3) was poured onto the chalk surface directly, allowing the development of 
a bond between the concrete and chalk. When the top box was filled with concrete, the assembly 
was vibrated so as to drive the excess water and air bubbles to the surface.
iv) A period of 24 hours was allowed before the mould containing the chalk specimen was 
removed and the remaining assembly (Plate 3.2A) was placed in a water bath with the 
chalk-concrete interface submerged.
v) Five days later the assembly was removed from the water bath and positioned on top of the 
bottom shear box using spacers in such a way that the chalk specimen was inside the bottom shear 
box and the centre line of the chalk-concrete interface was coincident with that of the shear load 
(Plate 3.2B).
vi) The whole assembly was now placed in the loading frame where the vertical shaft and the lid 
of the top box were bolted to the top box and the boxes, the brackets and the normal and shear 
loading system were checked for perfect vertical and horizontal alignment.
vii) Crystacal Plaster of Paris was mixed and poured into the lower shear box, casting around the 
chalk specimen so that there would be no non-uniformity of loading due to the un-even contact 
between the chalk and the lower box.
viii) The plaster was left to set for a period of 24 hours before the start of the test.
3.3.3 The Pressure Control Unit
The pressure control unit (Figure 3.3) consists of a stepper motor operating through a reduction 
gear box and a flexible coupling in order to drive an air pressure regulator so that the forward or 
backward stepping of the motor will increase or decrease the air pressure. The drive board of the 
stepper motor has the provisions for assembling an on-board oscillator having clock-pulse output, 
base speed, running speed and stop/run controls. The running speed of the motor could be 
controlled by adjusting a potentiometer within the circuit of the on-board oscillator controls. By 
replacing this potentiometer with a 10K digitally controlled potentiometer, the speed of the motor 
could be varied by computer signals. The unit is interfaced to a desk-top Hewlett Packard (HP85) 
computer through an HP8294A "General Purpose Input and Output" interface (GPIO). The 
system software is given in Appendix 1.
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FIGURE 3.3: Layout of the pressure control unit
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3.3.4 The Loading and Pressure System
3.3.4.1 Shear Load
The shear load is applied to the lower shear box through an hydraulic jack which is connected to a 
Clockhouse constant pressure hydraulic pump (Figure 3.4). The pressure on this pump was 
originally designed to be carried out by addition of dead weights on a hanger. In order to have 
control over the rate of pressure application or to adjust the pressure so as to control the rate of 
displacement, this pressure pump was modified in the following manner. The hanger was 
removed and replaced by a double acting air actuator so that the pull created by the addition of dead 
weights could now be achieved by the pulling action of the air actuator. The actuator is a double 
acting Bellofram diaphram air cylinder, 4" square effective area, 10 bar (lOOOkPa) maximum 
pressure capacity and a 1.3" stroke. The inlet to the Bellofram was connected to the air regulator 
of the pressure control unit so that the air pressure could be supplied to the Bellofram at the 
required rate, hence controlling the rate of shear load application.
3.3.4.2 Normal Stiffness
The constant normal stiffness across the joints was simulated by a proving ring placed above the 
top shear box (see Section 4.3.1 and Figure 3.2).
Values of normal stiffness of 30.6 and 4.99kN/mm were employed in this investigation (see 
Section 4.5.1.2). For this purpose two proving rings with the following specifications were used:
Proving Ring Factor Proving Ring Dial
Gauge Factor
(N/division) (mm/division)
61.3 0.00200
12.7 0.00254
3.3.4.3 Normal Load
The initial normal load across the joints was applied by means of a screw jack which is connected 
to the proving ring and acts against the top horizontal member of the loading frame (Figure 3.2).
Normal Stiffness 
K
(kN/mm)
30.6
4.99
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3.3.5 The Signal Conditioning Unit
The output analogue signals from various measuring devices were amplified and converted to 
digital form in the Signal Conditioning Unit before they could be sent to the computer (Figure 3.4). 
The unit was connected to the computer through an IEEE-488 interface bus. It is a signed 12 bit 
instrument (i.e only + 4096 bits digital output can be obtained). Each logged device was calibrated 
within this range. A total of four channels were used to monitor the signals from two load cells for 
measuring the shear and normal loads, and two displacement transducers for the measurement of 
vertical displacement of the box. Each of these devices was supplied by 5 volts DC. The analogue 
signal from the horizontal displacement transducer was read by a Thurlby 1905 digital multimeter 
for high resolution. This is connected to a Thurlby 19-GPRS 232 to IEEE-488 converter and 
hence to the computer via a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). (Figure 3.4).
3.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASURING DEVICES
3.4.1 Load Cells
Shear and normal loads were measured using a 100 kN and a 50 kN load cell, respectively. These 
are model NCB/MRE water proof, electrical resistance type compression load cells manufactured 
by WH Mayes and Son, Ltd.
Each load cell was calibrated with the use of a Budenberg dead load testing machine. The 
calibration factor for each shear and normal load cell was 0.025 and 0.0125 kN/bit, respectively, 
with a resolution of better than 0.5%.
3.4.2 Displacement Measurements
The vertical displacement of the centre of the top box was measured by the dial gauge of the 
proving ring it was acting against. The gauge factor varies for each proving ring and is given in 
Section 3.3.4.2. The vertical displacement at each end of the top box and the horizontal 
displacement of the lower shear box were measured by Linear Strain Conversion Displacement 
Transducers (LSCDT) manufactured by MPE Transducers Ltd., which have a linear range of 
26mm.
The transducers for vertical displacement measurement were calibrated with the use of a 
micrometer over a travel range of 20mm, to give a mimimum resolution of 0.005 mm with a
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calibration factor of 0.005 mm/bit. The horizontal displacement transducer was calibrated in the 
same manner over a travel range of 25mm, producing a mimimum resolution of 0.000734 mm and 
a calibration factor of 0.734 mm/mV.
3.5 PERFORMANCE AND PROBLEMS
During the construction of the apparatus, detailed assessments of deflection and rotation of the 
shear boxes, deflection of the loading frame, supports and restraints, and the friction losses in the 
bearings were carried out. All the deflections and friction losses were found to be negligible within 
the range of loading involved in the proposed testing programme, with the exception of the rotation 
of the top shear box and the deflection of the bracket for its restraint. The deflection of the bracket 
was due to the movement of the bolts in the holes and the rotation of the top box was thought to be 
also due to this movement. A horizontal steel shaft was therefore placed behind the bracket acting 
against the universal column of the loading frame (Figure 3.2). This nullified the movement of the 
bracket thus improving the rotation of the top box significantly, especially at lower stress levels.
The vertical displacements of the interfaces were initially irregular and very small due to the strong 
initial bonding between the chalk and concrete. However, for the tests at low initial normal stress 
levels which exhibited dilatant behaviour, after the breakage of the bond and start of sliding a more 
regular pattern of dilation was observed. Some examples of the readings obtained by the LSCDT's 
at each end of the box, separated by a distance of 160 mm, after the onset of sliding are given in 
Figure 3.5. As indicated the average of the two LSCDT's was similar to the reading obtained 
from the dial gauge of the proving ring which measures the central deflection of the top box, as 
shown in Figure 3.5A. However, for some of the tests, as shown in Figure3.5B, the vertical 
displacement of the centre of the top box measured on the proving ring dial gauge was closer to the 
right hand LSCDT readings.
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CHAPTER FOUR - EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The bearing capacity of bored piles in chalk and in soft rocks in general, as noted in Section 1.2, 
relies considerably on shaft resistance and development of a bond between the chalk and concrete 
of the pile. Therefore, it follows that a knowledge of the behaviour of the chalk-concrete interface 
is essential. Such an interface, as noted in Section 2.3, is most appropriately studied under 
constant normal stiffness conditions.
In this chapter, the laboratory investigation into the behaviour of the chalk-concrete interface with 
a variety of joint geometries and chalk types and under various conditions of loading is described 
(Section 4.4 and 4.5). The index properties of the chalks and the microconcrete used in this study 
are, however, considered first and described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2 CHALK
4.2.1 Chalk Types
It was noted in Section 1.2.2 that the development of the side resistance of bored piles in chalk is 
dependent on the strength of chalk, among other factors. Therefore, to examine the effect of chalk 
type on the shear strength of chalk-concrete interface three types of chalk with widely differing 
properties were used. No palaeontological investigation was carried out to establish the fossil 
zones of the chalk types used in this study. These were obtained as far as possible from the 
published literature. The locations from which the chalks were obtained are as follows:-
Suffolk - a working quany in Needham Market, about 1/2 mile SSE of Needham Market Station. 
Boswell (1927) describes the chalk from this area as being in the zone of the Actinocamax 
quadratus of the Upper Chalk.
Hampshire - a working quarry in Lower Froyle on the East side of the lane to Well. The chalk 
from this quarry according to Brydone (1912) is from the Holaster subglobosus zone of the Lower 
Chalk with ammonites, lamellibranchs etc.
Dorset - a non-working quarry near Stonehill Down, South of East Creech. The fossil zone of this 
chalk according to Wright (1947) could be anything from M. coranguinum to B. mucronata.
7 6
The specimens from each location were obtained in the form of chalk blocks which were taken 
from the face of the quarry. The specimens were placed in plastic bags, sealed and transported to 
the laboratory. The index properties of each type of chalk were determined and will be given in the 
following sections. Any future reference to these types of chalk will be made in accordance with 
the locality from which they were obtained. Thus
Needham Chalk 
Lower Froyle Chalk 
Stonehill Down Chalk
4.2.2 Index Properties of the Chalks
4.2.2.1 Density and Moisture Content
Dry density and saturation moisture content of each type of chalk were determined by the ISRM 
suggested method of testing (1981) and by an alternative method used at the University of Surrey 
both of which use a buoyancy technique. The steps followed in each method are as follows:
ISRM METHOD
(A) A representative sample comprising 10 lumps of irregular geometry, each having a mass of at 
least 50g, is selected. The sample is washed in water to remove dust.
(B) The sample is saturated by water immersion in a vacuum of not less than 800 Pa for a period 
of at least one hour with periodic agitation to remove trapped air.
(C) The sample is then transferred under water to a basket in the immersion bath freely suspended 
from the balance. Its saturated submerged mass Msub is determined to an accuracy of O.lg.
(D) The sample container is cleaned and dried and its mass A is determined.
(E) The sample is removed from the immersion bath and surface-dried with a moist cloth. The 
sample is transferred to the sample container and the mass B of saturated-surface - dry sample plus 
container determined.
(F) The sample is then dried to constant mass at a temperature of 105°C and allowed to cool for 30 
minutes in a dessicator. The mass C of oven-dry sample plus container is measured.
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The saturated moisture content and dry density are calculated as follows 
Saturated-surface-dry mass (g) = B - A
Grain mass (g) Ms = C - A
M Sat "" M su b
Bulk volume (m3) V = ---------- ------
Pw
Msat ” Ms
Pore volume (m3) Vv = ---------------
Pw
100 Vy
Porosity (%) n = ------------%
V
M s
Dry Density (Mg/m3) pd = ----------
V
ALTERNATIVE METHOD
This method is similar to that described above except that it does not rely on vacuum saturation of 
the specimen making it especially suitable for very soft chalk which tends to disintegrate under this 
condition. Another advantage of this method is that it provides three independent determinations 
of density and moisture content thereby reducing technical errors. Similar methods but using wax 
coating have previously been used by Ingoldby and Parsons (1977) and Clayton (1978).
Procedure
A representative sample comprising 9 lumps of irregular geometry is selected. Each lump has a 
minimum mass of 50g. The lumps are divided into 3 groups of 3 lumps. Each group is weighed 
in air (A) and then transferred to the basket in the immersion bath, freely suspended from the 
balance and left until equilibrium is reached. The submerged mass B is determined. The sample is
7 R
then taken out from the immersion bath, surface dried with a moist cloth and weighed in air to give 
mass C.
The sample is oven-dried to constant mass at a temperature of 105°C and after cooling for 30 
minutes the mass D of oven-dry sample is determined. The following calculations are made:-
C -B
Volume of the sample (m3) V = ------------
D -C
Moisture Content (%) m = ---------- . 100
D
C
Bulk Density (Mg/m3) pb = -------
V
Pb
Dry Density (Mg/m3) pd = -------------
1 + m 
100
Saturation Moisture Content (%) Msat = [ l / p d - l / 2 . 7 ] l 0 0
(assuming a specific gravity of 2.7)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of density and moisture content determinations are listed in Table 4.1. Good agreement 
between different methods of density determination is indicated. It is also observed that the in-situ 
moisture contents obtained by direct measurements according to the ISRM suggested method are 
the same as the saturated moisture contents obtained from the density tests by the alternative 
method, implying that the chalk blocks are approximately 99% saturated in-situ.
Therefore, for such a case where saturating the specimens under a vacuum could not appreciably 
increase the saturation any further, the modified method of determining the density is, for its 
speed, ease and other advantages discussed earlier, preferred.
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4.2.2 Slake-durability Index Tests
INTRODUCTION
It has been noted that the solvent action of the rain water has marked solution effects on limestones 
and chalks (Higgingbottom, 1965, Blyth and de Freitas, 1974 and West and Dumbleton, 1972). 
The solution of chalk in water has been ascribed to the chemical reaction between the calcium 
carbonate of chalk and the carbon dioxide in the rain water. Formation of pipes and swallow holes 
in chalk has been attributed to the solution enlargements of the network of joints in chalk by the 
seeping water. Features of this kind give rise to engineering problems in foundations and have 
sometimes been the cause of major subsidence of buildings, roads and bridge abutments 
(Higgingbottom, 1966 and West and Dumbleton, 1972).
Water could probably affect the chalk in other ways. In the case of high porosity chalk, saturation 
can produce reduced capillary tensions at the grain contacts or water drawn into the rock by the 
action of strong capillary forces can cause rock disruption as a result of compressing the air in its 
path (Franklin and Chandra, 1972).
Therefore it follows from the above discussion that it would be of interest to observe the response 
of the three types of chalk which cover a wide range of properties, to water and wet and dry 
processes. This could then probably be used as an empirical indicator of the strength of different 
types of chalk.
THE SLAKE-DURABILITY TEST
This test measures the resistance of a rock sample to weakening and disintegration when subjected 
to two standard cycles of drying and wetting (Franklin and Chandra, 1972) and was originally 
designed to evaluate the weathering resistance of the clay-bearing rocks.
Apparatus
The apparatus used for this experiment was originally designed at Imperial College (see Franklin 
and Chandra, 1972). It essentially consists of:
(i) A drum comprising a 2.00mm standard mesh cylinder of unobstructed length 100mm and 
diameter 140mm, with solid fixed base. The drum is sufficiently strong to withstand the test 
condition and a temperature of 105°C.
cn
(ii) A perspex tank to support the axis of the drum horizontally allowing free rotation of the drum. 
The tank is filled with slaking fluid up to 20mm below the axis of the drum.
(iii) A motor drive capable of rotating the drum at a speed of 20 rpm, the speed to be held constant 
to within 5% for a period of 10 minutes.
Procedure
The procedure for slake-durability determination, as set out by the ISRM suggested method 
(1981), is as follows:
(A) A representative sample of rock comprising 10 lumps, each having a minimum mass of 40g, 
is selected.
(B) The sample is placed in the drum and oven-dried at 105 C to constant mass. The mass A of 
drum and the sample is noted.
(C) The drum with its lid replaced is mounted in the perspex tank and the tank is filled with water 
at 20 C up to 20mm below the axis of the drum. The drum is now rotated for 10 minutes at 20 
rpm.
0
(D) The drum containing the sample is now removed from the tank, dried at 105 C to a constant 
mass and weighed (mass B).
(E) Steps (C) and (D) are repeated and mass C of the drum plus retained portion of the sample is 
recorded.
(F) The drum is cleaned and its mass D is recorded.
The slake-durability index (second cycle) is calculated as the percentage ratio of final to initial dry 
sample masses as follows:
C -D
Slake-durability index Id2 = ---------- . 100%
A -D
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of a total of 10 slake-durability index tests on three types of chalk are listed in Tables 1 
to 6  of Appendix 2 and plotted in Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The results show a reasonable 
consistency between different trials and yield the average slake-durability indexes given in Table 
4.2.
Figure 4.2.1 shows the effect of the number of cycles on the slake-durability. It is evident from 
this figure that the effect of the number of cycles is more pronounced on the weaker Needham
R 9
TABLE 4.2: Average slake-durability indexes for three chalk types
Type of 
Chalk
L (% ) L(% ) Id2 " Id4x l 00
L
Stonehill Down 95.5 89.1 6.7
Lower Froyle 93.6 86.0 8.1
Needham 73.9 63.2 14.5
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Figure 4.2.2: Correlation of slake-durability index (I^) with dry
density.
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chalk. The values of Id4 are compared to those of Id2 in Table 4.2. It can be seen that while 
increasing the number of cycles has approximately equal effect on Stonehill and Lower Froyle 
chalk, its influence on the Needham chalk is nearly twice as much.
It is interesting to note from Figure 4.2.2 that Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle chalk have similar 
Id2 values despite the difference in their dry densities. While the difference between dry densities 
of Needham and Lower Froyle chalk is approximately equal to that of Stonehill Down and Lower 
Froyle chalk their slake-durability indexes I#  do not quite follow the same trend.
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4.2.23 Point-Ioad Strength Test
INTRODUCTION
Point-load tests on irregular lumps have been frequently used to obtain a strength index for rocks 
in cases where no rock core is available or none could be obtained due to the highly weathered 
nature of the rock material in question (Broch and Franklin, 1972). These authors, in their 
investigation and review of the subject, designed and built a portable testing machine (Plate 4.1) 
and suggested standard testing procedure for obtaining the point-load strength index of rocks. 
According to these authors the point-load strength index, as given by the expression:
P
Is = ------------------------------  (4.1)
D2
where
Is = point-load strength index 
P = maximum compressive load 
D = distance between the loading points
is closely correlated with the results of the uniaxial compression and other strength tests. For 
standard classifications Broch and Franklin (1972) recommended the use of the index Is (50) 
which is obtained by correction of Is, to a reference diameter of 50mm and for this they provided 
the correction chart shown in Figure 4.2.3.
Hiramatsu and Oka (1966) showed that for an irregular but roughly spherical specimen the failure 
is caused by tensile stresses that are generated at the centre of the specimens and that the tensile 
strength Cj  is given by the expression:
<JT = K P / D 2 (4.2)
where P and D are defined as in equation (4.1) and K is a constant depending on the geometry of 
the specimen and is close to unity for spherical shapes.
The indirect tensile strength measurements of chalk by this method have been reported by Carter 
and Mallard (1974) on both saturated and dry specimens. Figure 4.2.4 shows their obtained 
correlation between the tensile strength and void ratio. The point-load strength of chalk has also
87
Is (50)
3 0
SIZE CORRECTION CHART 
POINT LOAD STRENGTH TEST
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CORE DIAMETER D,mm
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NOMINAL CORE SIZES
FIGURE 4.2.3: Size correction chart for point-load strength testing 
(Broch and Franklin, 1972)
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FIGURE 4.2.4: Correlation between point-load strength and void ratio of chalk. 
(Carter and Mallard, 1974)
been investigated by Clayton (1978) who reported the point-load index for chalk from three sites 
and obtained the correlation with dry density shown in Figure 4.2.5.
This method was found to be very convenient for the indirect determination of the tensile strength 
of chalk in the present investigation, due to the ease of specimen preparation and availability of the 
testing apparatus (there was no need for rock coring or a compression machine).
Procedure
The tests were performed according to the method suggested by Broch and Franklin (1972). The 
specimens were obtained from block samples and trimmed by hand to roughly spherical shapes. 
The lump heights varied between approximately 40 and 60mm with an approximate average value 
of 50mm for each set. The saturated specimens were placed between the platens of the testing 
machine along their longest diameter and the readings of the platen separation D, was taken. The 
load was subsequently increased until the failure associated with vertical cracking of the specimen 
took place. Plate 4.1(B) shows a typical failure pattern obtained for each type of chalk. The 
maximum load at failure was noted and the point-load index Is (50) was calculated according to 
equation (4.1) and Figure 4.2.3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the tests performed on three types of chalk, Needham, Stonehill Down and Lower 
Froyle are shown in Tables 7 to 9 of Appendix 2. The median value of Is (50) for each chalk is 
given in Table 4.3 and is shown by a cross in Clayton's (1978) correlation of point-load strength 
with dry density presented in Figure 4.2.5. It can be seen that although the Stonehill Down ( pd  =
2.04 Mg/m3) and the Needham Chalk (pd =1.4 Mg/m3) fall well within the observed trend, the 
Lower Froyle Chalk (pd = 1.7 Mg/m3) does not appear to follow the same pattern. In Figure 4.2.6 
these values are plotted separately against their dry densities where it may be seen that the possible 
trend could be quite different to that shown in the Figure 4.2.5 although more data is needed to 
reach any conclusion.
O Cl ayt on’s val ues 
■+■ aut hors tests
Point Load Strength 
Is(50)
I .O -
0 . 5 -
1.0 1.5 2.0
Dry Density (Mg/m3)
FIGURE4.2.5. Correlation between point-load strength and dry density of chalk. 
(Clayton, 1978)
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PLATE 4.1: Broch and Franklin's (1972) point-load testing
apparatus (A) and a typical chalk specimen (Lower Froyle) 
after the test.
Q 0
TABLE 4.3: Median values of point-load strength Is (50) for three types of chalk
CHALK TYPES
1,(50)
(kN/m2)
STONEHILL DOWN 1150
LOWER FROYLE 206
NEEDHAM 57.5
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Figure 4.2.6: Correlation between point-load strength and dry density.
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4.2.2.4 Uniaxial and Triaxial Properties
GENERAL
In order to establish the strength properties of the three types of chalk under investigation, uniaxial 
and triaxial tests were performed on these materials according to the ISRM suggested method of 
testing (1981).
Cylindrical specimens of length to diameter ratio of at least two were cut from block samples in 
accordance with the above specifications, and were saturated in water for 24 hours prior to testing. 
Great difficulties were encountered in producing the Needham chalk specimens and, therefore, the 
uniaxial compression tests for this material were limited to only four. In the other cases at least 
five tests per sample of chalk, for each uniaxial and triaxial compression tests were carried out. 
The triaxial tests were performed using a Hoek cell and a compression machine. The latter was 
also used for the uniaxial compression tests. It was expected that due to the drainage condition of 
the tests and the moisture content of the chalk specimens the pore pressure changes would 
influence the results, especially in the case of the Needham and Lower Froyle chalk which have 
high saturated moisture contents. However, due to time limitations no investigation was 
undertaken in order to estimate this effect and establish the suitable rate of loading (for duration of 
the tests see results section).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A summary of the specimen data and the test results are given in Table 10 and 11 of Appendix 2. 
The data for Stonehill Down chalk indicates two types of material of which the relatively weaker 
type is the material under investigation in this research. Unfortunately due to time limitations only 
the uniaxial properties of this chalk were established.
The average uniaxial compressive strength of each chalk is given in Table 4.4. The correlation of 
uniaxial compressive strength and the point-load index Is (50) (see Section 4.2.2.3) is shown in 
Figure 4.2.7. The results show a straight line correlation with a slope of approximately 14 which 
corresponds to the ratio of uniaxial to point-load strength. This value is not in good agreement 
with the value of 24 reported by Broch and Franklin (1972) for fifteen types of rock, but falls 
within the range of uniaxial to tensile strength ratios of between 5 to 22 quoted by McClintock and 
Walsh (1962).
In analysing the triaxial test data, the Coulomb failure criterion was employed as recommended in 
the ISRM suggested method for the determination of the triaxial strength of rock (1983). This 
criterion implies a constant angle of internal friction <p, although it has often been observed (see
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Byerlee, 1967) that for rocks the value of 9 , decreases with increasing normal stress, as also 
shown by the failure envelopes to the Mohr's circles in Figure 4.2.8.
The relationships between the axial pressure (ai) and the confining pressure (03) for all the chalk 
types are presented in Figure 4.2.9 to 4.2.11. The strength envelope for each set of data was fitted 
to the lower range of confining pressures, since this is more applicable to the present study, as 
discussed in Section 4.5.1.3. These envelopes were drawn so that the values of 01 , at zero 
confining pressure, were equal to the uniaxial compressive strength qu, measured above and 
given in Table 4.4. The Coulomb criterion expressed in terms of the principal stresses (equation 
4.3) was used to obtain the internal friction angle 9 , and the cohesion intercept c (see also Figure 
4.2.12). The calculated values are summarised in Table 4.4.
2 c cos 9  1 + sin 9
a 1 = -----------------+ ---------------
1 - sin 9  1 - sin 9
1 + sin 9
tan 9  = ------------
1 - sin 9
2c cos 9
qu = --------------
1 - sin 9
03
Figure 4.2.12
In the case of the Stonehill Down chalk, it can be seen from Figure 4.2.11 that the tests at the 
confining pressures of 1 ,2  and 3 MPa practically have the same values of peak axial stress, 
implying that the range of the applied confining pressures are too small compared to the uniaxial 
compressive strength of this chalk and that the small difference in the obtained results, in general, 
could be due to the statistical variations. This can also be seen from the Mohr's circles in Figure 
4.2.8C. Therefore, the strength parameters given in Table 4.4 are not very meaningful.
qu
o3 (4.3)
9 8
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Figure 4.2.8: Mohr's stress circles for Needham chalk (A), Lower
Froyle chalk (B), Stonehill Down chalk (C).
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Figure 4.2.8: Mohr's stress circles for Needham chalk (A), Lower
Froyle chalk (B), Stonehill Down chalk (C).
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The tests in the case of the Needham chalk seem to indicate a quick undrained behaviour in the soil 
mechanics sense, as shown by the Mohr's circles in Figure 4.2.8A, giving an almost horizontal 
failure envelope and a cohesion intercept of 600 kPa which is approximately equal to (\J2. The 
angle of friction obtained for the Lower Froyle Chalk is 22 (Table 4.4) and the cohesion intercept 
given in Table 4.4 and also shown in Figure 4.2.8B is 1.2 MPa which is smaller than qJ2  for this 
material. During the above tests no provision is made for drainage of the pore water, although the 
drainage is not prevented fully either and it can take place through the gap between the rubber 
sleeve and the specimen. Therefore, depending on the type of rock being tested, its moisture 
content and the strain rate, the results could be influenced by the pore pressure effects. For 
Needham Chalk which has a saturated moisture content of 34% the behaviour is expected to be 
similar to soils such as clay so that over a short duration of the test there would not be sufficient 
time for the drainage, if any, of the pore water. Hence, an increase in confining pressure would 
only result in an equal increase in the pore water pressure and the strength would remain 
unchanged. For the stronger chalks such as Lower Froyle Chalk, the time necessary for the 
dissipation of the excess pore pressures may be shorter. Therefore, it follows that partial drainage 
of the excess pore pressures could result in higher strength being obtained for the given confining 
pressure. This results in an increased angle of friction and a reduced cohesive intercept and may 
be responsible for the strength parameters obtained for this chalk. The effects of strain rate and the 
pore pressure changes on the triaxial strength of saturated soft rocks have been reported by Chiu et 
al., (1983). They demonstrated, from a series of triaxial tests on mudstone under various 
boundary conditions, that there is a critical strain rate of approximately 2  x 10'5 strain/min, below 
which the measured strength for mudstone remains constant and unaffected by the pore pressure 
changes. They also suggested that this strain rate could be estimated using well established 
consolidation theories for soils on the basis of 99% dissipation or equalization of pore water 
pressure (Gibson and Henkel, 1954). Hutchinson (1971) carried out drained shear box and
triaxial tests on the chalk from Joss Bay, Isle of Thanet at the rate of 0.02 and 0.076 mm/min,
o
respectively, and obtained a peak angle of friction of 42 and cohesion intercept of 131 kPa. On the 
other hand, the triaxial tests on saturated chalk specimens reported by Meigh and Early (1957) 
produced low angles of friction of 12 and 21° for the undrained and drained tests, respectively, 
which seem to be also influenced by the pore pressure changes, although it is not clear what strain 
rate was used.
Inspection of the specimens after the tests showed that the Needham chalk was still intact after the 
test although the failure planes could be traced on the specimens. They were mostly inclined at an 
angle of between 30 - 40 to the vertical axis of the cylinders (Plates 4.2). The Lower Froyle
specimens broke mostly into two pieces, very cleanly, with the failure plane being almost vertical0
and inclined at about 30 to the vertical axis, respectively for uniaxial and triaxial tests (Plate 4.3). 
Considerably more damage was observed as shown in Plate 4.4, in the case of the Stonehill Down
104
chalk, with cracks propagating in several directions, a phenomenon called crack forking by 
Bieniawski (1967).
1 me
PLAT E 4.2: Needham chalk specimens after failure in the Uniaxial
(A) and Triaxial (B) compression tests.
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-  >.
PLATE 4.3: Lower Froyle chalk specimens after failure in
the Uniaxial (A) and Triaxial (B) compression tests.
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PLA TE 4.4: Stonehill Down chalk specimens after failure in the
Uniaxial (A) and Triaxial (B) compression tests.
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4.3 MICRO-CONCRETE
4.3.1 Mix Design and Preparation
To simulate the pile material of a bored pile in chalk in the laboratory, a high workability, fine 
aggregate concrete was required so that it is easy to pour on to the chalk surface and can flow into 
the spaces between the chalk asperities. Therefore a micro-concrete mix which had previously 
been used by Anderson et al., (1984) in the laboratory investigation of shaft adhesion of bored 
piles in clay, was found suitable for this purpose.
The micro-concrete mix design and properties, as given by the foregoing authors are presented in 
Table 4.5. The average 7 day cube strength of the mix from ten trials on 100mm cubes was 
however found to be different to that given in Table 4.5 and equal to 29.9MPa. The mix was 
prepared by hand mixing the appropriate proportions of the dried aggregates, portland cement and 
the clean tap water at 20°C.
109
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4.4 CONSTANT NORMAL LOAD DIRECT SHEAR TESTS ON CHALK- 
CHALK AND CHALK-CONCRETE INTERFACES WITH NO 
INITIAL BONDING
4.4.1 Introduction
In addition to the main programme of the shear tests under constant normal stiffness (CNS) 
conditions, a small number of direct shear tests were performed in the standard soils shear box, 
under constant normal load (CNL) conditions on unbonded, flat and smooth chalk-chalk and 
chalk-concrete interfaces. Due to the macroscopically smooth surface finish of the specimens after 
preparation (see Section 4.4.3), the only component contributing to the shear strength of these 
joints would be the basic frictional resistance of the surfaces in the absence of the asperity 
interlocking and the development of the geometrical component of the shear strength (Coulson, 
1972).
4.4.2 Apparatus
A standard soil mechanics Bishop shear box was used.
4.4.3 Specimens
Brick-shaped blocks were cut, using a diamond saw, from the large chalk blocks collected from 
each site. The surfaces of the blocks were then machined on a shaping machine. The cutting edge 
of this was kept the same so that the surface configuration of all the specimens during the entire 
investigation remained the same. Smaller specimens with circular or rectangular cross sections 
were then prepared from these blocks to fit the shear boxes. The bottom half of the specimens was 
made larger so that the shear area remained constant at all times during a test. These were 
approximately 50 x 50 x 18 mm in size (50 mm diameter in case of the cylindrical specimens), 
while the dimensions of the top specimens were approximately 38 x 38 x 18 mm (38 mm diameter 
for cylindrical specimens). The specimens were cast inside the shear boxes with Crystacal Plaster 
of Paris to avoid any non-uniformity of loading due to un-even machine-specimen contacts. Plates
4.5 and 4.6 show some examples of typical specimens and their arrangements in the shear boxes.
4.4.4 Procedure
The range of normal stresses used in these experiments are the same as those discussed in Section 
4.5.1.3. No investigation was carried out to obtain the optimum rate of displacements for allowing 
full drainage of the excess water pressure, except in the case of the Stonehill Down Chalk where a 
few tests at different rates of displacements were performed on the chalk-concrete interfaces. A
BPLATE 4.5: Circular chalk specimen being cast inside the shear box (A)
with the shearing surface proud of the edge of the box (B)
PLATE 4.6: Chalk-concrete (A) and chalk-chalk (B) specimens inside
the shear boxes.
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constant rate of displacement of 0.06 mm/min was maintained for all the tests described in this 
section of the text, the reason and details of choice of the test time are given later in Section 
4.5.1.4.
The shear boxes carrying the specimens were assembled and the required normal load and rate of 
displacement were applied. The test was started and the joint was sheared until the peak was 
reached. While for the majority of the tests a different specimen was used for each normal load, 
some of the tests in the case of the Stonehill Down chalk were performed on the same specimens, 
where appropriate, provided that the normal stress was increased to at least double the previous 
amount for the next test (see Millar and Martin, 1975). All the tests were performed with the 
interface submerged in a water bath.
4.4.5 Results and Discussion
Due to the smooth surface finish of the specimens no dilation was observed during any test (except 
very small contractions due to bedding in). Hence only the shear stress-displacement and peak 
shear stress versus normal stress relationships are presented. The complete sets of results are 
given in Figures 1 to 11 of Appendix 2. Here only the typical trends are discussed.
It can be seen from these figures that, in general, the specimens show no appreciable decrease in 
strength after the peak, due to the smoothness of the surfaces and hence the absence of any 
roughness shearing. Krahn and Morgenstem (1979) observed the same behaviour when testing 
artificial surfaces of limestone in direct shear and obtained ultimate angles of friction of between a 
low of 10° to a high of 40° at low normal stresses.
The peak shear stress-normal stress relationships for the three types of chalk and both chalk-chalk 
and chalk-concrete interfaces are shown in Figures 4.4.1 to 4.4.3. It may be seen that in each case 
a straight line would give a good fit to the data and yields only small intercepts compared to the 
unconfined compressive strength of each chalk. The shear strength parameters <p' and c' obtained 
by the application of the Coulomb's law:
Tp = c'p + a 'n tan <p'p (4.4)
(assuming uf = 0) are presented in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. The angle of friction obtained for the 
chalk-concrete joints are similar for all three types of chalk and the small difference could be 
attributed to between test variations. The post test inspection of the specimens showed that the 
surface of concrete was covered by a thin, white layer of chalk which was difficult to wash off. It 
is suggested that this layer might control the frictional behaviour of the joints.
TABLE 4.6: Peak strength parameters for the chalk-chalk, artificially prepared, 
flat and smooth joints.
Chalk
Types
Peak Effective 
Angle of Friction
9,0P
Effective Cohesive 
strength 
c’p (kNAn2)
Stonehill Down 34.3 11.6
Lower Froyle 35.0 0
Needham 32.9 17.8
TABLE 4.7: Peak strength parameters for the chalk-concrete, artificially prepared, 
flat and smooth joints.
Chalk
Type Peak Elective 
Angle of Friction
<P,0P
Effective Cohesive 
intercept 
c’p (kN/m2)
Stonehill Down 35.2 24.1
Lower Froyle 34.5 22.9
Needham 35.3 2 .6
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Figure 4.4.1 : Shear strength envelopes for artificially prepared 
flat and smooth interfaces for Stonehill Dowi) 
chalk: chalk - concrete interfaces (A); chalk-chalk 
interfaces (B).
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Figure 4.4.3: Shear strength envelopes for artificially prepared
flat and smooth interfaces for Needham chalk: chalk- 
concrete interfaces (A); chalk-chalk interfaces (B).
In the case of the chalk-chalk interfaces. Table 4.6 shows that a lower angle of friction is obtained 
for the Needham chalk which is considerably weaker than the other two types of chalk. 
Examination of the surfaces after the test showed that during the shearing process, in the presence 
of water a layer of creamy, putty chalk is produced which could act as a lubricant thus reducing the 
frictional resistance. Martin and Millar (1974) also reported decreased angles of friction with 
increasing degree of weathering after testing various weathering grades of Greywacke.
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4.5 CONSTANT NORMAL STIFFNESS DIRECT SHEAR TESTS ON 
CHALK-CONCRETE INTERFACES
4.5.1 Test Programme
The mechanism involved in the development of side shear resistance of a bored pile in chalk and 
soft rocks, in general, may depend on the following parameters, as discussed in Section 2.4:
i) The roughness of the concrete-rock interface;
ii) the strength of the rock;
iii) the stiffness of the rock mass in a direction normal to the interface;
iv) the magnitude of the initial normal stress acting across the joint.
and can be modelled in two dimensions by the use of constant normal stiffness direct shear tests. 
The design of any programme for such tests would, therefore, include the above factors and select 
the appropriate range of stiffnesses and stresses for a given strength of rock and its geometry.
In the following sections the range of parameters used for the direct shear testing of the three types 
of chalk considered in this study are discussed.
4.5.1.1 Roughness
The term roughness in this study applies to the irregularities along the chalk surface on the side 
walls of a borehole or, in other words, the variations of the borehole diameter with depth. These 
irregularities come in all angles and have varying internal strengths. The influence of surface 
irregularities on the behaviour and mode of failure of rock joints has been studied by Patton 
(1966). He showed that changing each of the inclination, number and strength of the irregularities 
on a joint surface has a pronounced effect on the mode of failure of the joint and drew attention to 
the difficulties in the prediction of the real joint failure envelopes where the irregularities have 
various physical properties along the same surface. Figure 1.11 shows the caliper log of a large 
diameter augered pile in chalk from which the irregular pattern of asperities in chalk can be seen. 
The inclination of the asperities are very shallow, considering the vertical scale, and their 
amplitudes vary between 5 and 20mm.
Since this investigation is primarily aimed at studying the mechanism of side shear development of 
bored piles in chalk rather than its quantification, and also due to the absence of other published 
measurements of roughness in chalk, two extreme surface geometries were considered:
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i) Smooth flat surfaces.
ii) Regular-triangular joints with asperity inclination and amplitude of 21.8°and 10mm, 
respectively.
4.5.1.2 Normal stiffness
The normal stiffness of the rock surrounding the pile can be calculated from the theory of hollow 
expanding cylinders (see Jaeger and Cook, 1976 and Lam, 1983). According to this theory the 
radial displacement induced by an internal pressure increase in a circular hole is given by the 
relationship:
( 1 +1) ) r
Ar = Aan --------— (4.5)
E
where Ar is the radial displacement;
ACTn is the internal pressure increase; 
r is the radius of the borehole;
E is the rock mass modulus
u is the Poisson's ratio.
Rearranging (4.5) will give
Aan E
K = ---------= -------------------------------  (4.6)
Ar r ( 1 +D ) 
where K is constant and represents the normal stiffness of the rock mass.
By using the rock mass modulus measured in the relevant applied stress range, as opposed to the 
intact modulus, a reasonable and representative value of the normal stiffness of the borehole wall 
could be obtained from equation (4.6). The input values for Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio of the rock mass have been obtained from the in-situ loading tests reported by Burland and 
Lord (1969) for the chalk at Mundford. Two normal stiffnesses were used in this investigation, 
one at each extreme to represent the very soft chalk and very hard chalk. The values of the 
stiffnesses, as simulated by the proving rings described in Section 3.3, were 30.6 and 4.99 
kN/mm, which when substituted in equation (4.6) for K will yield E values of 2247 and 366 
MN/m2, respectively, assuming a borehole diameter of 1m and Poisson's ratio of 0.1 (Burland 
and Lord, 1969). When compared with the results of the tank test and the plate loading tests at 
Mundford, Norfolk these values would relate to grades II and V chalk, respectively.
4.5.1.3 Initial Normal Load
Normal stress plays a significant part in the behaviour of rock joints. At low normal stress levels, 
for instance, a rough joint will dilate as a result of sliding on the asperities. High normal stresses 
will suppress the dilation forcing the joint to shear through the asperities under the applied shearing 
load. Therefore, it is important in predicting the behaviour of such joints or interfaces that the 
relevant levels of normal stress be applied to the problem under consideration.
In the case of bored piles the initial normal stress may be calculated from the head of the column of 
concrete forming the socket (Cole and Stroud, 1976). It therefore follows that small normal stress 
levels are applicable to the pile foundation problems. In this study values of between 100 and 800 
kN/m2 are accordingly employed.
4.5.1.4 Rate of Loading
It has been shown by Bieniawski (1970), Perkins et al., (1970) and Peng (1973) among others, 
that decreasing the rate of strain reduces the peak strength and the deformation modulus and 
increases the axial strain to peak and the ductility of the rock specimens under uniaxial 
compression. While these findings hold true for strong harder rocks under uniaxial conditions, 
there are little published data to show the effect of time on the strength of soft rocks for various 
types of tests such as triaxial and direct shear tests. Chiu et al., (1983) investigated the effect of 
rate of strain on the strength and deformational properties of Weathered Melbourne Mudstone 
which has a saturated moisture content of between 6  and 2 0 % and a uniaxial compressive strength 
ranging from about 5 to 0.5 MPa. They performed triaxial tests at rates of strain varying between 
1 x KM and 1 x 10-1 strain/min under both drained and undrained conditions and demonstrated that 
the rate of strain application could have a significant effect on the induced pore water pressure in 
the specimen which could in turn significantly influence the measured strength and deformation 
properties of the specimens tested. Chiu et al., (1983) further showed that for the mudstone 
specimens tested under the given conditions there existed a critical rate of strain ecrit, of 
approximately 5 x 10 -5 strain/min at which both the maximum pore water pressure and the pore 
water pressure at failure became approximately constant and that the value of which could be 
estimated using the well established consolidation theories for soils (Terzaghi, 1923 and Gibson 
and Henkel, 1954).
It follows that equation (4.7), derived by Gibson and Henkel (1954) to predict the time of test to 
failure for a drained shear box experiment, could equally apply to soft rocks. According to the
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foregoing authors the time tf to ensure a degree of dissipation Uc of pore water pressure at the 
centre of the layer at failure is given by:
H2
t f = ----------------   (4.7)
2Cb ( 1 - Uc )
where 2H is the thickness of the sample
Cb is the consolidation coefficient associated with this test
Uc degree of dissipation of pore water pressure.
This equation was developed on the assumption that the whole thickness of the sample instead of 
the thickness of the actual failure zone participates in shear, since the latter could not be 
established. In the case of shearing of rock interfaces, however, the shear zone is in the vicinity of 
the asperities. It follows that the thickness of the specimen (2H) should be replaced by the overall 
height of the rock asperities. Equation (4.7) can therefore be applied to establish a suitable 
duration of the proposed direct shear tests in chalk. Table 4.8 shows the input values together with 
the calculated time of test (tf) and the rate of displacement. No consolidation tests were carried out 
as part of this study, therefore the value of Cv in Table 4.8 has been drawn from the literature. The 
coefficient of compressibility (Mv) and consolidation (CJ of chalk have been reported by Meigh 
and Early (1957), Wakeling (1965), Lewis and Croney (1965), Carter and Mallard (1974) and 
Lake (1975). Among these, the Cy value reported by Carter and Mallard (1974) was found to be 
the most relevant to this investigation as it is the average value of seventeen tests performed on 
specimens prepared from undisturbed block samples obtained from different localities. These 
samples had a wide range of void ratios of between 0.25 and 0.8 which are approximately within 
the same range of types of chalk under study in this research. The calculated rate of displacement 
of 0.13 mm/min is very similar to that of 146 mm/day (0.1 mm/min) used by Hutchinson (1971) 
for the reversal shear box tests and cut-plane tests on specimens obtained from chalk blocks, 
though using a slower rate of 29.3 mm/day (0.02 mm/min) in the case of peak strength shear box 
tests. However, the value in Table 4.8 was calculated using the average Cv value for the range of
chalk types considered. Therefore, to allow for the full drainage of the softer Needham chalk a tf 
value of 25 minutes was adopted which gives an equivalent strain rate of 0.06 mm/min. This value 
is similar to that used by Lam (1983) for constant normal stiffness direct shear tests on 
Mudstone-concrete joints. Since the proposed direct shear tests under the constant normal stiffness 
conditions in this study are performed under constant rate of loading, the loading rate is therefore 
adjusted so that the time to failure equals the above value. It follows that if this rate of loading is
used for all three types of chalk the tf for the stronger Stonehill Down chalk is approximately one 
hour.
TABLE 4.8: Data for the calculation of rate of displacement
(kPa)
c
(m2/yr)
Length
of
specimen
(mm)
H
(mm)
Theoretical time 
to failure, tf 
99% (min)
Displmnt.
at
failure
(mm)
Critical rate 
of
displacement
(mm/min)
2 0 0 -
300
240 150 10 11 1.5 0.13
4.5.2 Specimen Preparation
The chalk specimens used for these experiments were approximately 150 x 98 x 70mm in size. 
Slightly larger specimens were first cut using a diamond saw from blocks of chalk. These were 
then placed on a shaping machine where their sides were machined flat, ensuring that they were all 
precisely perpendicular to each other. The asperities of regular triangular shapes with the required 
angles were subsequently cut through the blocks, using a steel cutting edge, precut to the desired 
size and angle. The same cutting tool was used for all the specimens so that they all had the same 
surface finish. The surfaces prepared in this way were very smooth with no macroscopic 
roughness, so that the only interlocking of the surfaces would be due to the major asperities. The 
specimens were finally trimmed to the exact size and were ready to be placed in the mould where 
the concrete was cast against them following the procedure described in Section 3.3.2.1. Plate 
4.7(A) shows a typical regular triangular chalk specimen.
Great difficulties were encountered in preparing the Needham chalk specimens which would break 
into pieces along their discontinuities, which were loosened by the vibration of the cutting 
machine. An electric band saw was used instead of a diamond saw for cutting these specimens. 
Further problems were encountered when using this machine due to the high moisture content of 
this chalk which caused clogging of the machine. Plate 4.7(B) shows a prepared specimen of 
Needham chalk opening along its discontinuities.
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#0
A
PLATE 4.7: A typical chalk specimen with regular triangular asperities 
(A) and a Needham chalk specimen breaking into pieces 
along its discontinuities (B).
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4.5.3 Test Procedure
When a specimen was ready for testing, the shear boxes containing the specimens were mounted in 
the loading frame and filled with water. The required normal load and stiffness were applied and 
left for an hour. All the load cells and transducers were checked and then placed in position. The 
shear load hydraulic ram was placed against the bottom shear box making sure no pressure was yet 
applied. After setting the hydraulic pressure pump at the required rate of loading and taking all the 
initial readings the shear load was applied. The outputs from the two load cells and the two 
transducers were read, printed and stored every 30 seconds by the computer, while the proving 
ring readings were taken manually to provide a check on the normal load and displacement of the 
centre of the box. When the failure was at hand, care was taken to take the instantaneous readings 
which could be achieved by pressing a button on the computer and by visual inspection in the case 
of the proving ring dial gauge.
After the completion of the tests the specimens were removed, examined and photographs taken of 
the failure surfaces.
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4.5.4 Flat Joints
4.5.4.1 General
Three tests were performed for each type of chalk on flat chalk-concrete joints (see Tables 12 to 14 
of Appendix 2). The surface of the chalk specimens was veiy smooth and prepared in exactly the 
same way as all the other chalk specimens in this study (see Section 4.5.2). The concrete was 
poured directly onto the chalk surface, hence allowing an initial bond between the chalk and 
concrete. The contact area of the specimens was approximately 150 x 98 mm. For Needham 
Chalk, the test at the initial normal stress of 400 kPa was stopped after the peak was reached and 
the joint was stage tested at the normal stresses of 500 and 600 kPa. Also, the two halves of the 
specimen tested at the initial normal stress of 200 kPa were put back together after the test and 
stage tested at normal stresses of 400, 600 and 800 kPa in the same manner as above. This 
procedure was also followed in the case of the Stonehill Down chalk, at the initial normal stress of 
100 kPa and peak values were noted.
4.5.4.2 Results
The shear-stress displacement relationship for all the joints are shown in Figures 4.5.1 to 4.5.2 for 
all types of chalk. It can be seen from these figures that for all the tests the peak takes place within 
the first 1mm of shear displacement. The rise to this peak appears to be very sharp and linear. In 
the case of the Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle Chalks the peak is followed by a sudden drop to 
a much lower shear stress (Figure 4.5.1), while for the Needham chalk (Figure 4.5.2) a slight 
reduction in strength is observed. This implies that the strength of the initial bonding of concrete 
on to this chalk is quite weak.
Figures 4.5.3 to 4.5.4 show the variations of shear stress with normal stress for all the joints. It 
may be seen that for the bonded flat joints very little increase in normal stress has taken place in the 
tests at the normal stress of 100 kPa (Figures 4.5.3 and 4.5.4). The rest of the tests showed either 
no increase or a decrease in normal stress before the peak shear stress was reached (same figures). 
This implies that there was no dilation during the shearing of the joints. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to believe that as a consequence the shear behaviour of these flat joints is unaffected by the normal 
stiffness acting across the joints. The line through the origin with a slope of 35°in these figures 
represents the average shear strength envelope (assuming that the cohesion intercepts were too 
small compared to their corresponding uniaxial compressive strength, and hence ignored) obtained 
from shear tests on small, unbonded, smooth and flat chalk-concrete specimens in the soils shear 
box under constant normal stress conditions (see Section 4.4). This line will be referred to, for 
convenience, the unbonded strength envelope. It may be noted that in Figure 4.5.4 (A) the peak
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Figure 4.5.1: Shear stress-displacement relationship for flat chalk -
concrete interfaces: (A) Stonehill Down chalk, normal 
stiffness = 30.6 kN/mm, (B) Lower Froyle chalk, 
normal stiffness = 4.99 kN/mm.
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kN/mm: (A) first time shearing of all specimens ; (B) test 
at initial normal stress of 200 kPa and its stage loading.
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Figure 4.5.3: Shear stress - normal stress relationship for flat chalk -
concrete interfaces: (A) Stonehill Down chalk, normal 
stiffness = 30.6 kN/mm; (B) Lower Froyle chalk, 
normal stiffness = 4.99 kN/mm.
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Figure 4.5.4: Shear stress - normal stress relationship for flat Needham
chalk - concrete interfaces under normal stiffness of 30.6 
kN/mm: (A) first time shearing of all specimens; (B) test 
at initial normal stress of 200 kPa and its stage loading.
and the unbonded strengths are very similar, with the former yielding only a small cohesion 
intercept. This again suggests that the initial bond between the Needham chalk and concrete is of 
very low strength and has a small influence on the shear behaviour of these joints. In the case of 
the Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle chalk, it is observed that the peak strength is increased 
considerably and the unbonded strength envelope seems to be close only to the ultimate values. 
The difference between the peak and the unbonded strength envelopes for these chalks appears to 
increase with the strength of chalk.
4.5.4.3 Peak Strength Parameters
The Mohr-Coulomb envelopes for the peak strengths of the flat chalk-concrete joints are given in 
Figure 4.5.5. The effective stress Mohr-Coulomb cohesion intercept c\ and peak angle of friction 
cp', corresponding to these envelopes are given in Table 4.9.
The results for each test series were fitted with a linear envelope (Figure 4.5.5). It may be seen 
firstly, that as pointed out earlier, the bond strength of Needham chalk-concrete joints, as given by 
the cohesion intercept, appears to be very weak and of the order of only 25 kPa. Both c' and cp' 
values for all the chalk types appear to increase with the strength of chalk, providing considerable 
values of bond strength at zero normal stress.
Figure 4.5.6 presents all the stage testing data and the ultimate values of the peak strength tests for 
all the chalk types. It can be seen that the linear envelope fitted to the data passes through the 
origin and yields an angle of friction of 35°which is in very good agreement with that measured in 
Section 4.4.
4.5.4.4 Discussion
The Mohr-Coulomb strength envelopes of the flat joints with initial bonding between chalk and 
concrete for different types of chalk were presented in Figure 4.5.5. The line with a slope of 35°in 
this figure represents the average unbonded strength envelope for three types of chalk, as measured 
both in this section (See Figure 4.5.6) and in Section 4.4, and shown to be the same.
It was shown in Section 4.4 that the peak strength and the angle of friction of the unbonded, 
smooth, flat chalk-concrete joints is similar for three types of chalk under study and can be 
represented by the dashed line in the above figure. It was also noted in Section 4.5A2 that due to 
the absence of dilation of the smooth, flat chalk-concrete joints with initial bonding, the normal 
stiffness has negligible effect on the behaviour of these joints. Therefore, it follows from the 
foregoing, that since the initial surface characteristics of the joints in both cases are the same and
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TABLE 4.9: Peak strength parameters for chalk-concrete flat joints.
Chalk Types Peak angle of friction, 
cp'0
Cohesion intercept or 
bond strength
c'p = 'ibo (kN/m2)
Stonehill Down 64.5 .1380
Lower Froyle 55.3 478
Needham 30.5 24
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that the initial conditions of the tests are similar, the difference in the shear strength of these joints 
must be mainly due to the initial adhesive bond of these chalks with concrete. Furtheremore, the 
differences between the peak shear strength for the different chalk types must, therefore, reflect the 
difference in the strength of their bond with concrete. It is postulated that when the concrete is 
poured over the chalk surface the water cement suspension penetrates the pores and the troughs 
between the micro asperities of the chalk, thus strengthening the chalk in the vicinity of the 
interface and forming a bond when the concrete is set. Clayton and Milititsky (1983) also found 
from laboratory experiments that clay adjacent to cast mortar has a higher shear strength than 
expected from its moisture content and attributed the increase to the strengthening properties of the 
contaminated water leaving the mortar and penetrating the soil. Milititsky, Jones and Clayton 
(1982) further studied the moisture movement between the fresh concrete and clay.
Inspection of the surface of the concrete and chalk after the test shows that the concrete is always 
covered with a thin layer of white chalk as represented in Plate 4.8, indicating that the failure 
surface lies in the chalk. This supports the above arguments. Similar effects on the surface of the 
concrete by chalk were reported by Hobbs and Healy (1979) and Greeves (1977). Table 4.10 
shows a comparison of the measured bond strengths with the intact properties of the chalk 
specimens used in this study, and also with other measured and predicted bond strength values 
reported in the literature. It may be seen that the bond strengths measured in this study have much 
smaller values than the shear strength of the intact chalk, as given by half the uniaxial compressive 
strength values ( 0.5 qu ). The ratio of bond strength to uniaxial compressive strength xbo / qu is 
the lowest for the Needham chalk and highest for the Lower Froyle chalk. This suggests that the 
increase in the chalk-concrete bond strength with the intact strength of chalk is essentially 
nonlinear. This was also observed by Ladanyi and Domingue (1980) who based on the field data 
from Rosenberg and Joumeaux (1976) and Horvath (1978), reported the following correlation 
(equation 1 .1) between the ultimate bond strength tf, and the uniaxial compressive strength of the 
rock qu;
xf = 1/3 . qu 0.5 (1 . 1 )
The equation is valid for 0.5 < qu < 40 MPa. The values of bond strength obtained using this 
relationship are also given in Table 4.10 and show a fair agreement with the measured values in the 
higher chalk strength range, considering that this relationship is based on field data and includes 
the effect of surface roughness.
Greeves (1972) reported a linear relationship between bond strength and the intact strength of chalk 
(ibo = 0.05 qu) . This value of bond strength is also recommended by the Australian Piling Code 
(Williams, 1980). This relationship, as shown in Table 4.10, seems to underestimate the bond
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PLATE 4.8: A typical flat chalk-concrete interface 
after failure.
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8
strength for the stronger chalk. In fact the ratio of Tbo / qu for the Stonehill Down and Lower 
Froyle chalk seems to be closer to 0.1, reported by Littlejohn and Bruce (1975) for rock anchors.
Tensile failure of the joints by plucking seems unlikely since the majority of the tests did not show 
any dilational behaviour before failure.
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4.5.5 Joints with Regular Triangular Asperities
4.5.5.1 General
For this type of joint geometry 23 tests were performed using three types of chalk, two normal 
stiffnesses and at least four initial normal stresses. The test procedure and preparation and size of 
the specimens were the same as those for the flat joints except that in this case three asperities with 
an inclination of 2 1 .8° to the plane of the joints and amplitude of 10mm were cut on the surface of 
the chalk using a shaping machine. The specimen preparation and procedure of the tests are 
described in Section 4.5.2.
4.5.6 Results and Discussion
4.5.6.1 General Behaviour
A summary of the test programme and parameters together with the results obtained for these tests 
are summarised in Tables 12 to 14 of Appendix 2. The tests, overall, showed very weak strength 
in the case of Needham Chalk, with shearing through the chalk occurring within 20 minutes of the 
start of the tests. The joints became much stronger as the higher strength Lower Froyle chalk was 
used and were strongest in the case of Stonehill Down chalk. The tests for the latter usually took 
more than one hour and the shearing pattern was variable and more complex than the other two 
chalks.
Typical plots of shear stress versus horizontal and vertical displacements for Needham chalk are 
presented in Figures 4.5.7 and 4.5.8 for the condition of high and low normal stiffness, 
respectively. Similar plots for Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle chalks are given in Figures 4.5.9 
through to 4.5.12. In general, two types of behaviour were observed. At the lower initial normal 
stress levels (tests at initial normal stress levels of 100 and 200 kPa in the above figures) some of 
the specimens showed a fairly sharp rise to a first peak which marked the separation of the initial 
chalk-concrete bond. This was followed by sliding of concrete over the chalk asperities until the 
second peak, which was associated with the shearing of concrete through the chalk asperities, took 
place (Figures 4.5.8, 4.5.9, 4.5.11). For some of these joints the shear displacement to failure 
was as high as 16mm (Figure 4.5.10 A). The above process of dilation and shear displacement 
after the first peak occurred more rapidly in the case of Needham chalk and shortly after the start of 
sliding shearing through the chalk took place. The dilations for these joints were small and 
associated with small increases in shear stress (Figures 4.5.7 B, 4.5.8 B).
For Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle chalks, on the other hand, the sliding took place for quite 
some time before the second peak, yielding larger vertical displacements (Figures 4.5.9 B, 4.5.10 
B).
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At higher initial normal stresses (300 kPa or greater in the above figures) the tests showed a sharp 
rise to the peak strength value at which shearing through the chalk took place with the first peak 
being suppressed or absent. The horizontal and vertical displacements to the peak strength for 
these joints were usually small and less than 1mm (Figures 4.5.9,4.5.10). Although the latter 
was almost negligible in the case of Needham and Lower Froyle chalk as shown in Figures 4.5.8 
and 4.5.12.
At the completion of each test the specimens were carefully recovered so as to inspect the failure 
surfaces. For the case of the Needham and Lower Froyle chalks, the surfaces of chalk were 
shown to be shattered so that the individual teeth could not be distinguished and the chalk in this 
zone had turned to a putty like material (Plate 4.9). At the high initial normal stresses this failure 
surface was at the base of the teeth while at the lower levels of initial normal stress there were some 
indications that the failure was through the middle of and inclined to the plane of the teeth. In all 
the above cases the surface of the concrete, on the other hand, was undamaged and covered with a 
thin layer of chalk which emphasised the strength of the initial bonding of concrete onto chalk 
(Plate 4.9). For the Stonehill Down chalk, however, the behaviour seemed to be variable. For 
one test the failure took place through only one tooth, as shown in Plate 4.10A, and for another the 
chalk specimen was completely broken after the failure (Plate 4.10B). For the other specimens the 
failure was through all the teeth, but the chalk surface was not completely crushed and the damage 
to the leading edge and tip of the teeth could be traced (Plate 4.10C). For these tests the concrete 
specimens were left almost intact, except for the leading edge of the first tooth which was broken, 
and its surface (as in the case of the other chalks) was covered with a thin layer of chalk.
4.5.6 2 Shear stress-normal stress relationships
The variation of shear stress with normal stress and the interaction between the latter and the 
normal stiffness and any possible variation in the mode of failure could be better observed from the 
shear stress-normal stress relationships. These are shown in Figures 4.5.13-4.5.16 for the three 
types of chalk under investigation.
For Stonehill Down chalk-concrete joints the bond developed between this chalk and concrete is of 
considerable strength (as seen in Section 4.5.4), and high frictional and cohesive resistances have 
to be overcome for its separation. Addition of asperities to the surface produces further resistance 
and much stiffer joints, as discussed previously. This series of experiments has shown (as will be 
seen later) that due to the high shear stresses developed, and also to the presence of rotation of the 
upper half of the specimen relative to the bottom, the separation of the chalk-concrete bond and 
onset of sliding is usually associated with the initiation of fracture on one of the chalk teeth. This 
will then initiate the progressive failure of the joints by shearing through the chalk asperities.
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PLATE 4.9: Regular triangular chalk-concrete interfaces: Needham chalk (A) 
Lower Froyle (B).
1 /I Q
( B)
PLATE 4.10: Failure patterns of regular triangular Stonehill Down
chalk-concrete interfaces: Failure through one tooth (A); 
complete failure of all teeth (B); partial failure of all teeth (C).
PLATE 4.10: (Cont): Failure patterns of regular triangular Stonehill Down 
chalk-concrete interfaces: Failure through one tooth (A); 
complete failure of all teeth (B); partial failure of all teeth (C).
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Considering the case of the low normal stiffness first (Figure 4.5.13 A), it can be seen that out of 
four tests only one (which was performed at the initial normal stress of 100 kPa) showed a distinct 
bond separation and subsequent sliding and shearing. For this test the bond strength was mobilis­
ed at a shear stress and displacement of about 1100 kPa and 0.24 mm, respectively, as shown in 
Figure 4.5.11 (B). Large horizontal and vertical displacements were followed as a result of the 
concrete climbing up the chalk asperities (same figure). The large dilation which took place against 
the normal stiffness induced a high normal stress of 1090 kPa (Figure 4.5.13 A). This restored 
the interlocking of the asperities and at this stage a tension fracture appeared on the first tooth of the 
chalk nearest to the shear load application. This crack started from the tip of the concrete tooth and 
penetrated the chalk tooth at the angle shown in the Figure 4.5.17.
concrete  '
crack
chalk
Figure 4.5.17
The shear stress subsequently rose sharply as a result of the increased normal stress which caused 
some shearing of the tip of the second tooth together with a slight opening of the crack. This in 
turn resulted in very small reductions in the normal stress. The increased shear stress produced 
more sliding and shearing and the whole process to take place once more until the first tooth was 
finally broken through the same crack and the concrete moved right up the chalk asperities. Plate 
4.10 (A) shows the surface of the chalk after the test. It can be seen that rotation has caused the 
events to concentrate mainly on the first tooth, pushing the fractured half into the plaster holding 
the chalk, and secondly on the second tooth, leaving the third one undamaged. This is only the 
first phase of the shearing and if larger shear displacements were available (as in the rotary shear 
machines, see Xu and de Freitas, 1988 and Xu et al., 1988) the process would continue until all 
the teeth sheared through. The sliding portions of the curve for this test yields an angle of friction 
<p', of 36 which is close to that measured in Section 4.4.
The other tests in this series exhibited excessive angles of dilation of between 30°- 40° (as shown
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in Table 12 of Appendix 2) as the result of rotation. The dilation for the tests at the initial normal 
stress of 312 and 602 kPa starts after initial contractions at shear stresses of approximately 1400 
and 2100 kPa, respectively. This is shown by the yield points on the relevant curves in Figure 
4.5.13 (A). In the case where the initial normal stress was 312 kPa a crack appeared on the chalk 
tooth but this time on the leading edge of the chalk tooth at the far end (Figure 4.5.18).
crack
chalk
Figure 4.5.18
However, this did not involve any loss of interlock of the asperities and the shear stress kept rising 
sharply to a peak with small increases in normal stress. This peak marks the shearing through the 
chalk asperities and also the breakage of the concrete tooth above the leading end of the chalk. The 
pattern of failure through the chalk surface for both specimens were similar and is shown in Figure 
4.5.19.
concre te
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c r a c k
shear  surface
chalk
Figure 4.5.19
The test at the normal stress of 200 kPa, on the other hand, showed no failure through the chalk at 
all. The joint initially contracted until a shear stress of 1504 kPa was reached, at which point the 
dilation began (Figure 4.5.13 A). The dilation continued to increase slowly as the shear stress 
increased to a maximum. At this point the concrete suddenly moved right up the chalk asperities 
and there was a decrease in the shear stress and a large increase in the normal stress.
The high normal stiffness tests (Figure 4.5.13 B) showed similar behaviour to the above tests 
except that much smaller dilation angles were observed. The test at the initial normal stress of 
226kPa exhibited dilation and breakage of the chalk-concrete bond at an early stage of the test. 
This was followed by subsequent sliding. The angle of sliding friction obtained at this stage, from 
the slope of the inclined part of the corresponding curve in Figure 4.5.13 (B) is 48°. This is in 
very good agreement with the angle (<p' + i) where the angle of dilation i, was 13° during this test 
and 9 * = 35° is the angle of friction measured for the unbonded, smooth and flat chalk-concrete 
interfaces. The inspection of the surfaces of the chalk and concrete after the test showed that the 
surface of the chalk was completely broken so that the individual teeth could not be distinguished 
(Plate 4.10B). The surface of the concrete was wholly intact and the leading surfaces of its 
asperities were covered with white chalk fragments orientated in the direction of shearing (Plate
4.1 OB). This indicates the intimate contact between the chalk and concrete during sliding. The 
opposite surfaces of the asperities (in this plate) seem to be almost free of chalky material and still 
have their grey colour. This suggests that the chalk-concrete bond was quite weak for this joint 
and had not been developed very well. Therefore, it is not surprising that the bond was separated 
at such a low shear stress.
For the Lower Froyle chalk the behaviour at high initial normal stresses (Figure 4.5.14 B) were 
similar to those for the Stonehill Down chalk. At lower initial normal stresses of 100 and 200 kPa 
, however, the tests showed dilatant behaviour (Figure 4.5.14 A). Distinct points of bond 
separation, as shown by the first peaks, and large dilations, and indicated by the large normal 
stress increases, followed by shearing through the chalk asperities are the prominent features in 
this figure. The failure through these joints took place uniformly through all the teeth in chalk and 
no damage to concrete was observed (Plate 4.9 B). It must be noted that for these joints the actual 
normal stress at the failure on the leading face of the asperities reached 90% of the uniaxial 
compressive strength of the Lower Froyle chalk and, therefore, crushing of the chalk teeth 
presumably occurred. For the test at the initial normal stress of 100 kPa, Figure 4.5.14 (A), the 
subsequent sliding after the bond separation took place at an angle of sliding friction of 52° (as 
shown). Since the angle of dilation during sliding for this joint was 17° (as given in Table 13 of 
Appendix 2) and the unbonded angle of friction for flat chalk-concrete joints was 35°(as given in 
Section 4.4) it would appear, therefore, that the sliding takes place with an angle of friction of 
(<p'+ i). Another interesting point to note is the similarity between the shear stresses of the peak of 
the flat joints and the first peak of the indented joints, as shown in Figure 4.5.15.
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The Needham chalk-concrete joints also exhibited dilatant behaviour at low normal stresses (Figure 
4.5.16 B), but the induced normal stresses did not seem to increase the shear strength. The reason 
for this could be ascribed to slow drainage of the excess pore pressures compared with the period 
over which the normal stress increase took place. This will therefore result in increased pore water 
pressures rather than shear strength increases. Another reason could be the low strength of the 
Needham chalk. When the dilation takes place the actual stresses normal to the leading edge of the 
asperities will reach a value close to the shear strength of the chalk and failure will take place. The 
calculated value for the test at the initial normal stress of 200 kPa in Figure 4.5.16 (B) is 
approximately 80% of the uniaxial compressive strength of the Needham chalk. A typical failure 
surface for these joints is shown in Plate 4.9. It is also interesting to note that the line through the 
ultimate values measured at a shear displacement of 16 mm in Figure 4.5.16 (B) is inclined at an 
angle of 35°, which is the same as the angle of friction measured for the unbonded chalk-concrete 
interfaces in Section 4.4.
4.S.6.3 Shear Strength Parameters
The linear Mohr-Coulomb envelopes through the yield and peak shear stresses for all the regular 
triangular chalk-concrete joints were constructed and are shown in Figures 4.5.13, 4.5.14 and 
4.5.16. The yield and peak shear strength parameters c' and (p% obtained from these envelopes are 
given in Table 4.11. It may be seen that in the case of the Stonehill Down chalk the angle of 
friction of both yield and peak conditions is reduced and the cohesion intercept increased for the 
higher normal stiffness tests. This effect was also observed by Lam (1983) and Williams (1980). 
This trend was not observed in the case of the Needham chalk. For this chalk the linear envelope 
of the lower normal stiffness tests (Figure 4.5.16 A) fitted the data reasonably well except for the 
test at the initial normal stress of 400 kPa. However, since low normal stresses are of interest in 
the present study this envelope was considered acceptable. In the case of the higher normal 
stiffness tests (Figure 4.5.16 B) some scatter was present, the reason for which could be attributed 
to the factors discussed earlier. The strength envelope for these joints therefore was represented by 
an upper bound through the peaks of the tests at the initial normal stress of 100 and 400 kPa, and a 
lower bound through the ultimate values, as shown in Figure 4.5.16 (B). The cohesion intercept 
c', for all three chalk types and both conditions of high and low normal stiffness appears to be 
small compared to the uniaxial compressive strength (qu) of the chalk and does not correspond to 
the value of qu / 2, the shear strength of the chalk. The reason for this could be attributed to the 
tensile fracturing of the asperities, as discussed earlier and as argued also by Williams (1980).
Significant increases in the cohesion intercept values c\ of the regular triangular joints is obtained 
when compared to their corresponding values for the flat joints at the same normal sdffnes (Section
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4.5.4). However, for the peak angles of friction cp'p, the above trend seems to be reversed except 
for the case of Needham chalk where an increased angle of friction is obtained compared to tvalue 
for the flat joint, assuming that the upper bound envelope in Figure 4.5.16 (B) hold true. 
However, if the yield values <p'y, are considered, Lower Froyle chalk shows an increased <p'y, for 
the indented joints while Stonehill Down chalk gives a similar value to that obtained for the flat 
joints.
4.5 6.4 Effect of Normal Stiffness
The influence of normal stiffness on the shear behaviour of the chalk-concrete joints was only 
investigated for the Stonehill Down and Needham chalk. Two extreme values of normal stiffness 
of 4.99 and 30.6 kN/mm were applied to each chalk. The shear stress-displacement relationship 
for these joints have been presented earlier in Figures 4.5.7 - 12. Inspection of these figures 
appears to indicate no obvious trend except that the peak strength values might be slightly higher in 
the case of the higher normal stiffness. To examine this more closely the peak strength values 
were plotted against their corresponding initial normal stresses for each normal stiffness case, as 
shown in Figures 4.5.20 and 4.5.21 for Stonehill Down and Needham chalk, respectively.
For Stonehill Down chalk it may be seen in Figure 4.5.20 (A) that the general trend appears to 
suggest an increase of about 25% in the available peak strength for the initial normal stresses below 
400 kPa, when the normal stiffness is increased 4.99 to 30.6 kN/mm. At the higher initial normal 
stresses there is less evidence for an increase in strength. For the Needham chalk the values seem 
to lie very close to an average line and no appreciable increase in the peak strength with normal 
stiffness is indicated. However, the increase in strength for the Stonehill Down case seems to be 
small when compared to the ratio of the two stiffness values.
Since the normal stiffness effects the behaviour of a joint by increasing the normal stress as a 
response to the dilation of the joint, it would therefore be of interest to examine the normal stress 
changes of the joints during each test. Figure 4.5.20 (B) presents the variations of normal stress 
increase at peak with the initial normal stress. A comparison of Figure 4.5.20 (A) and 4.5.20 (B) 
reveals that, for instance, at the initial normal stress of 100 kPa the increase in the normal stress at 
failure for the lower stiffness test is approximately five times that of the higher stiffness case which 
is contrary to the expected trend. It is also noted that despite such high normal stress increase a 
lower peak strength value is obtained. On the other hand, at the initial normal stress of 200 kPa an 
opposite trend to that above is observed with the higher normal stiffness test showing a much 
larger normal stress increase than the lower normal stiffness case. However, the resulting increase 
in peak strength is relatively small as indicated in Figure 4.5.20 (A). For the rest of the tests the 
normal stress increase appears to be higher for the high normal stiffness case but becoming similar
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at higher initial normal stresses. The reason for the observed discrepancy at the low initial normal 
stress is attributed to the differences in the mode of failure. When the chalk-concrete bond fails 
and sliding takes place the contact area is reduced significantly and, therefore, the stresses acting 
on the asperity faces still in contact increase by large amounts and cause shearing of the teeth. 
Also, rotation of the top box relative to the bottom box results in stress concentrations on these 
contact surfaces which again produces an early failure of the joint
For Needham chalk Figure 4.5.21 (B) shows larger normal stress increases in the case of the 
higher normal stiffness tests except at the higher initial normal stresses where the increase in 
normal stress is almost nil. However, the increases in normal stress shown in this figure appears 
to have had no influence on the peak strength values, as shown in Figure 4.5.21 (A), and the initial 
normal stresses seem to dictate the peak strength. The reason for this could be the larger time to 
drainage for this chalk, as discussed in Section 4.5.6.2. Since the experiments were stress rather 
than displacement controlled and the increase in normal stress occurred over a shorter period of 
time than necessary for the excess pore pressures to dissipate, the increase in normal stress would 
induce a pore water pressure increase and the effective normal stress would remain unchanged.
Clean planar chalk-concrete interfaces are unlikely to occur in practice (Hobbs and Healy, 1979). 
Also, it was shown in Section 4.5.4.4 that the strength of such interfaces are unaffected by the 
normal stiffness acting across the interface. Therefore, it follows that the shaft resistance of bored 
cast-in-place piles are influenced by the normal stiffness of the surrounding chalk mass and that the 
results for the non-planar interfaces appear to indicate that the degree to which the shaft resistance 
is affected by the normal stiffness is dependent on the intact strength of chalk.
4.S.6.5 Effect of Joint Geometry
To investigate the effect of roughness on the shear strength of the chalk-concrete joints, shear tests 
were performed on the following types of joint geometries:
i) Rat joints;
ii) Joints with regular triangular asperities.
Since the surface characteristics of the teeth (or the secondary roughness) of the indented joints 
was almost exactly the same as those of the flat joints, any difference in the strength or behaviour 
of the joints would be due to the presence of the teeth.
Figure 4.5.22 shows the plot of the ratio of the peak strength for the indented joints (%#) to that of 
the flat joints (tpf) against the initial normal stress. It may be seen that the effect of roughness
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appears to decrease as the normal stress increases. No test was performed on the flat joints at the 
initial normal stresses beyond 400 kPa. Therefore, the trend in this range is not shown. Also, it 
appears from this figure that the asperities have less effect on the strength of the Lower Froyle and 
Stonehill Down chalk-concrete joints than in the case of the Needham chalk. Althogh it must be 
noted that while Needham chalk indicates the greatest percentage increase, it is the Stonehill Down 
chalk which exhibits the greatest absolute increase. It is also interesting to note that the correlation 
is very similar for Stonehill Down and Lower Froyle chalk despite the large difference in their 
uniaxial compressive strengths. Although, it must be noted that the data of both flat and indented 
joints for Lower Froyle chalk represent the tests at the normal stiffness of 4.99 kN/mm, but those 
for the Needham and Stonehill Down chalk represent the tests at the normal stiffness of 30.6 
kN/mm. Assuming that the influence of normal stiffness on shear strength of the flat joints is 
small or negligible (as discussed in Section 4.5.4.2), then the ratio of Tpi, for the case of the lower 
normal stiffness to xpf, at the higher normal stiffness was calculated for the Stonehill Down and 
Needham chalk-concrete joints. This is shown by the black squares and triangles, respectively, in 
Figure 4.5.22. Unfortunately the initial normal stress at the higher levels did not coincide for the 
flat and the indented joints in the case of the Stonehill Down chalk and hence only two points were 
plotted. These points indicate a slightly lower xpi/Xpf ratio than that for the Lower Froyle chalk. 
The above trends, in general, seem to suggest that the effect of the asperities on the behaviour of 
the chalk-concrete interface decreases with:
i) increasing strength of the chalk. It was shown in Section 4.5.4.4. that the strength of the initial 
chalk-concrete bond increases with the strength of the chalk, and that it was very small for 
Needham chalk (See Figure 4.5.5). Therefore, it follows that the higher the strength of the 
chalk-concrete bond the smaller is the effect of the joint geometry or roughness.
ii) increasing initial normal stress acting across the joint. At the initial normal stress of 400 kPa 
the ratio of Tpi/Tpf is close to unity for Lower Froyle and Stonehill Down chalk. It was noted 
earlier that at higher initial normal stresses bond separation does not take place in the case of the 
indented joints and that shearing through the chalk is the preferred mechanism. Therefore, it 
would seem that at these initial normal stresses the bond strength (as represented by the strength of 
the flat joints) and the strength of the indented joints are controlled by the same chalk property.
This decrease in the effect of roughness seems, however, to diminish gradually as the strength of 
the bond increases. This is shown by the small difference in the ratio of xpi/xpf for Lower Froyle 
and Stonehill Down chalk in Figure 4.5.22.
As discussed in Section 2.3, in practice the process of constructing a bored cast-in-place pile 
involves drilling a borehole and pouring in the concrete. In hard chalks the sides of the borehole
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will possess some degree of roughness (Hobbs and Healy, 1979). Therefore, a rough 
chalk-concrete interface will be produced when the concrete is cast directly against the irregularities 
of the chalk sidewalls. In soft chalks the process of forming a bore will leave a thin smear of 
completely remoulded material against which the concrete is cast. Hence, the degree of roughness 
produced on the borehole walls by the boring tool, as well as the influence of roughness on the 
strength of chalk-concrete interface, appears to be dependant on the intact strength of chalk.
4.5 6 .6  Effect of Chalk Type
The effect of chalk type on the shearing behaviour of chalk-concrete joints were studied by using 
three types of chalk in the investigation. The index properties of these chalks are given in Section 
4.2.2. Chalk type effects have been discussed in previous sections in relation to normal stiffness 
and joint geometry and has been seen to have an overriding effects on the behaviour of 
chalk-concrete interfaces . In this Section only the difference in the peak strengths of the regular 
triangular chalk-concrete interfaces will be examined.
Figure 4.5.23 presents the plot of peak shear stress (tp) against the uniaxial compressive strength 
(qu) of chalk. It may be seen that there is a non-linear increase in the strength of these joints with 
the strength of chalk. A sharp increase in strength is observed between the Needham and Lower 
Froyle chalk. The ratio of the highest result for these chalks is 2.3, while that of their uniaxial 
compressive strengths is 2.9. Between Lower Froyle and Stonehill Down chalk the curve 
becomes flatter with the corresponding ratio of their Tp and qu being 2 and 4.4, respectively. 
Therefore it seems that, as in the case of the flat joints, there is a considerable increase in the 
strength of chalk-concrete joints as the chalk becomes stronger but the increase becomes less 
pronounced in the higher range of the chalk uniaxial compressive strength values.
The above observations indicate that the strength of non-planar chalk-concrete interfaces are 
strongly influenced by the intact strength of chalk and hence, tend to suggest that the shaft 
resistance of bored cast-in-place piles in chalk which also have irregular walls (Hobbs and Healy, 
1979) is likely to be highly variable from site to site and will depend on the intact strength of chalk.
4.S.6.7 Effect of Normal Stress
The most prominent effect of normal stress on the behaviour of chalk-concrete joints was on the 
initial chalk-concrete bond and its separation. As discussed in Section 4.5.6, two types of 
behaviour were observed for the indented chalk-concrete joints. At the initial normal stress of up 
to 200 kPa the joints appeared to exhibit a pronounced bond separation which was followed by 
sliding of concrete over the chalk asperities. This in turn increased the shear stress to a second 
peak at which point failure of the joints through the chalk asperities took place. Figure 4.5.24
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shows some typical examples for each type of chalk. At the initial normal stress of 300 kPa and 
above the bond separation was suppressed and shear stress increased sharply to the only observed 
peak (as indicated in the above figures). It was further noted in Section 4.5.5.1 that due to the 
above differences in the mechanism of shearing different modes of failure were observed during 
each test and that the patterns of failure varied accordingly. Therefore, it may be argued from the 
above observations that at the higher normal stress level the chalk-concrete bond has a small 
influence on the shear strength of these joints. Similar effects were also observed by Krsmanovic 
and Popovic (1966) and Ruiz, et al., (1970). These authors carried out large in-situ tests on 
limestone-concrete and basalt-concrete interfaces, respectively, and concluded that the effect of the 
rock-concrete adhesion is pronounced only at normal stresses of upto about 500 kPa and at greater 
stresses the influence of adhesion is insignificant and negligible.
The general effect of the normal stress on the peak strength can be seen in Figure 4.5.25 where the 
variation of stress ratio (Tp/am ) with the initial normal stress (<%) is presented. It is observed that 
the stress ratio at the initial normal stress of 100 kPa drops to almost a 1/3 at the initial normal 
stress of/jfrfat'SOO kPa for all types of chalk, with that of Needham chalk approaching unity.
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
This research has studied the shear behaviour of chalk-concrete interfaces under various conditions 
of loading and joint geometry, to establish an understanding of the behaviour of the shaft of bored 
cast in place piles in chalk under vertical loading. For this purpose a computer controlled constant 
normal stiffness direct shear apparatus has been designed and constructed for testing various types 
of chalk-concrete interfaces. Three types of chalk with widely different properties were used in the 
experiments, to examine the effects of intact chalk strength.
The following general conclusions may be drawn:
1) The results of the index tests on the chalk samples used in this study indicated
- that a correlation appears to exist between the intact strength of the chalks and their intact dry 
densities.
- a straight line correlation between the point-load strength index, Is (50) of saturated, intact 
irregular lumps of chalk and the uniaxial compressive strength of cylindrical intact specimens 
of chalk. The slope of this line, corresponding to the ratio of uniaxial to point load strength, 
was within the range of uniaxial to tensile strength ratios for rocks reported in the literature.
- the results of triaxial compression tests were influenced by the pore pressure effects which 
depended on the rate of strain, chalk type, moisture and drainage conditions for each test. 
Hence, appropriate rates of strain must be used for each type of chalk to allow sufficient time 
for the dissipation (if drained tests) or equalisation (if undrained tests) of the excess pore 
pressures.
2) Direct shear tests on unbonded, small, smooth and flat intact chalk -concrete interfaces in the 60 
x 60 mm Bishop shear box produced similar peak strength envelopes for all three types of chalk. 
The average effective peak strength parameters were:
c' = 0 kPa 
(p* = 35°
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3) Direct shear tests on bonded, smooth and flat chalk-concrete interfaces under constant normal 
stiffness conditions produced shear strength parameters which increased with the intact strength of 
chalk specimens. These tests indicated that a bond is developed when fresh concrete is cast 
directly against clean flat surfaces of chalk. The most significant factor influencing the strength of 
this bond was found to be the intact strength of chalk.
4) Normal stiffness had no influence on the shear behaviour of planar chalk-concrete interfaces, 
due to the non-dilatant behaviour of these joints during each test.
5)The influence of normal stiffness on the shear behaviour of regular triangular chalk-concrete 
interfaces was investigated only for the Stonehill Down and Needham chalks. Increasing the 
normal stiffness from 4.99 kN/mm to 30.6 kN/mm:
- increased the peak shear strength of the regular triangular Stonehill Down chalk-concrete 
inter faces. This increase was less evident athigh initial normal stress levels.
- had negligible influence on the peak strength of the regular triangular Needham chalk - 
concrete interfaces where shearing through the chalk rather than dilation was the preferred 
mechanism.
6) The effect of joint roughness on the shear behaviour of chalk-concrete interfaces was to increase 
the peak strength of these joints. The weaker Needham chalk showed the greatest percentage 
increase in strength, while Stonehill Down chalk exhibited the greatest absolute increase. As the 
magnitude ofthe normal stress increased the influence of joint roughness on the peak strength 
became less significant.
7) The most prominent effect of normal stress on the behaviour of regular triangular chalk-concrete 
interfaces was on the initial chalk-concrete bond and its failure. At low initial normal stress, less 
than 300 kPa, the joints exhibited a pronounced bond failure, as shown by a first peak on the shear 
stress-normal stress curve, which was followed by sliding of concrete over the chalk asperities. 
This caused an increase in the shear stress to a second peak at which the concrete sheared through 
the chalk asperities. At higher initial normal stress levels the first peak was suppressed and shear 
stress increased sharply to the only observed peak at which shearing through the chalk asperities 
took place.
This difference in the mechanism of shearing produced different modes and pattemsof failure.
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8 ) The intact strength of the chalk was found to have the greatest influence on the strength of 
regular triangular chalk-concrete interfaces. The strength of these joints increased sharply as the 
uniaxial compressive strength increased from 1.29 MPa (Needham chalk) to 3.63 MPa (Lower 
Froyle chalk). The increase in strength between uniaxial compressive strengths of 3.63 MPa 
(Lower Froyle) and 15.95 MPa (Stonehill Down) was less pronounced.
9 ) The results of this programme of tests indicate that the shaft resistance of bored cast-in-place 
piles in chalk is likely to be highly variable from site to site and will depend upon :
- The intact strength of chalk.
- Roughness of the borehole wall.
- Normal stiffness of the surrounding chalk mass.
- Magnitude of the normal stress acting across the chalk concrete interface.
However, the degree of roughness produced on the borehole wall by the boring tool and the degree 
to which the normal stiffness influences the strength of chalk-concrete interface are dependent on 
the intact strength of chalk. In soft chalks the process of forming a bore for a cast-in-place pile will 
leave a thin smear of completely remoulded material against which the concrete will be cast. This 
effect is unlikely to occur in hard chalks. Hence, the intact strength of chalk has the greatest 
influence on the shaft resistance of these piles.
10) The constant normal stiffness direct shear apparatus performed satisfactorily and produced 
repeatable results. However, the following shortcomings were noted:
- Rotation of the top shear box relative to the bottom shear box was present. Efforts made to 
overcome this difficulty resulted only in reducing this rotation.
The rotation caused a stress concentration at one side of the specimen resulting in local 
fracturing of the chalk theeth. Rotation was also thought to be responsible for the excessive 
angle of dilation observed for some of the tests.
- The method of load application was a constant rate of loading rather than constant rate of 
displacement. Hence, the post peak behaviour of the joints could not be studied accurately. 
Also, since the experiments were stress rather than displacement controlled, the induced 
increases in the normal stress as a result of interaction between dilation and normal stiffness 
could occur faster than the rate of drainage of the excess pore water pressures, depending on 
the type of chalk being used. Therefore, it follows that the normal stress increases would
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only result in increased pore water pressures rather than shear strength increases. This factor 
was thcjght to have influenced the test results for the regular triangular Needham chalk-concrete 
interfaces.
5.2 Recommendations
The limited number of tests performed in this study indicated that the bond developed between 
chalk and concrete when the concrete is cast directly against the chalk surface makes the most 
significant contribution to the strength of the chalk-concrete interfaces and hence to the 
development of the shaft resistance of the bored cast-in-place piles in chalk. Therefore, close 
examination of the nature of this bond and the parameters controlling its strength would be 
desirable. The mechanism by which the bond is created in relatively smooth interfaces is thought 
to be that of osmotic transmission of cement components from the fluid concrete to the chalk.
The scope of the testing programme has been limited only to three types of chalk, two joint 
geometries and two normal stiffnesses. Further tests employing a wide variety of joint geometries 
could be performed. Natural joint surfaces with irregular patterns of roughness, rather than the 
regular triangular asperities used in this study, might provide more realistic results. A future 
programme of tests could be extended to use many other various types of chalk with different 
properties, and several other normal stiffnesses including zero normal stiffness (representing 
constant normal load conditions).
The direct shear apparatus designed and developed specifically for this study could be further 
developed or modified to incorporate provisions for performing tests under constant rate of 
displacement and constant normal load conditions. Larger shear displacements should be 
accomodated if investigation of the basic or residual angle of friction is desired. The suitability of 
the direct shear apparatus, in view of the presence of rotation of the top box relative to the axis 
parallel to the direction of shear should be examined. Alternatively, design and construction of a 
rotary shear box for testing rock joints , similar to that constructed by Xu and de Freitas (1988) 
might be considered. This type of shear box will have the advantage of producing unlimited shear 
displacements and a constant apparent contact area of the test specimens and hence an unchanging 
stress conditions with increasing deformations. However, it must be noted that the rotary shear 
apparatus produces non-uniform displacement (Kutter, 1974) and generates tensile stresses which 
may reach the tensile strength of the solid rock. Tensile failure may therefore preceed the shear 
failure (Jaeger and Cook, 1976). Also, the preparation of the chalk specimens to the required 
circular shape could prove very difficult, if not impossible.
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The need to perform in-situ shaft resistance only pile tests can not be over emphasised. These tests 
should be performed on several sites overlying different types of chalk so that a correlation 
between the shaft resistance and the index properties of the chalk could be established. Th^results 
of the pile tests may also be compared with the laboratory shear test results to examine any 
interrelationships and hencethe significance of laboratory investigations.
Design and development of a down hole roughness measurement device to measure the roughness 
of the sidewalls of the borehole prior to pouring of the concrete would also be of interest.
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( 1 , 2 ) , A ( I , 3 ) , A ( I
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Figure 12: Regular triangular Stonehill Down chalk-concrete
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TABLE 1 : Slake-durability test data for Stonehill Down Chalk.
Number
of
Cycles
Mass o f oven-dried chalk and drum (g)
1 2 3 4
Initial
(A)
1489 1489.4 1419.3 1432.9
1(B) 1475.9 1480.6 1408.4 1419.6
2 9C) 1462.5 1472.3 1397.0 1409.1
3(E) 1448.4 1463.9 1396.4 1396.4
4(F) 1433.4
Mass of clean drum = 953.2 g
TABLE 2: Slake-durability indexes for Stonehill Down chalk
1 2 3 4  1
Slake-durability Index
*di x  200
A -D
97.6 98.4 97.7 97.2
Slake-durability Index 
=  ^  ~ P  x  1 0 0
A -D
95.1 96.8 95.2 95.0
Slake-durability Index
1,0 =  ^  ^  x  1 0 0
A -D
92.4 95.2 93.0 92.4
Slake-durability Index 
A -D
89.1
Clean Tap Water at 20°C was used. Some chalk slurry was observed at the bottom of the perspex tank. 
The water became opaque and whitish in colour.
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TABLE 3: Slake-durability test data for Lower Froyle chalk
Number
of
Cycles
Mass of oven-dried 
chalk and drum (g)
Specimen Number
1 2
Initial (A) 1797.9 1718.6
1(B) 1768.0 1690.6
2 (C) 1742.5 1670.6
3(E) 1709.9 1638.7
4(F) 1681.4 1609.4
5(G) 1648.1 1575.6
6  (K) 1617.0 1548.2
Mass of clean drum, D = 953.2 g
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TABLE 4: Slake-durability indexes for Lower Froyle chalk
Slake-durability Index 
%
Specimen No
1 2
^1 =—~D x 100
A - D 96.5 96.4
^  = C - D  x 200  
A - D
93.4 93.7
I,, E - D  
=A-D
89.6 89.6
L  F -D  
" = A - D
86 .2 85.7
*# = —  D x loo 
A -D
82.3 81.3
Id6 = K - D % mn 
A -D
78.6 77.7
Clean Tap Water at 20°C was used. Some chalk slurry was observed at the bottom of the 
perspex tank. The water became opaque and whitish in colour.
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TABLE 5: Slake-durability test data for Needham chalk
Number
of
Cycles
Mass of oven-dried chalk and drum (g)
1 2 3 4
Initial
(A)
1338.5 1419.2 1408.0 1392.7
KB)
1299.8 1327.7 1347.6 1319.3
2(C) 1242.6 1274.2 1299.8 1284.1
3(E) 1209.5 1248.6 1263.9 1251.3
4(F) 1196.8
5(G) 1159.8
6 (K) 1141.5
Mass of the clean drum, D = 953.2 g
TABLE 6: Slake-durability indexes for Needham chalk
Slake-durability Index 1 2 3 4
*di = B - D x 200 
A -D 90 80.4 86.7 83.3
Id 2  C -D  
= A - D  * 1 ° ° 75.1 68.9 76.2 75.3
Id3 = T—FT x 100 A -D 66.5 63.4 68.3 67.8
*d4 = F -D  x 200 
A -D 63.2
^ d 5 =  Ç  " P .  X  1 0 0
A-D 53.6
*d6= K -D  x mn 
A -D
48.9
Temperature of water = 20°C
Thick chalk slurry at the bottom of the perspex tank. Small fragments of chalk stuck to the lid of the drum.
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TABLE 7 Point-load strength tests for Needham chalk
Number
Platen 
Separation 
D fmm)
Load
P(kN)
Ig = P/D2 
(kN/m2)
I. (50) 
(kN/m1)
1 48 0.12 52.1 51
2 50 0.134 53.6 53.6
3 47 0.107 42.8 42.8
4 54 0.134 60.7 58.0
5 62 0.134 45.9 48.0
6 50 0.240 62.4 67.0
7 50 0.134 53.6 53.6
8 66 0.240 55.1 63.0
9 45 0.147 72.6 70.0
10 60 0.160 44.4 48.0
11 57 0.214 65.9 67.0
12 62 0.187 48.6 52.0
13 45 0.214 105.7 100.0
14 43 0.107 57.9 54.0
15 45 0.160 79 75.0
16 45 0.120 59.3 57.0
17 45 0.134 66.2 63.0
18 44 0.187 96.6 90.0
19 56 0.267 85.1 90.0
20 45 0.134 66.2 63.0
21 45 0.107 52.8 50.0
22 51 0.120 46.0 47.0
Mean Ig (50) = 61.95 kPa
Median If (50) = 57.50 kPa.
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TABLE 8: Point-load strength tests for Lower Froyle chalk
Number Platen 
Separation 
D (mm)
Load 
P (kN)
I, =P/I> 
(kN/m2)
s
i
1 40 0.53 331.3 290
2 50 0.72 288.0 288
3 50 0.53 212.0 212
4 52 0.48 177.5 180
5 50 0.43 172.0 172
6 50 0.48 192.0 192
7 48 0.48 208.3 200
8 42 0.53 300.5 270
9 53 0.45 160.2 168
10 51 0.48 184.5 190
11 46 0.69 326.1 300
12 42 0.37 209.8 185
13 48 0.43 186.6 184
14 50 0.45 180.0 180
15 42 0.43 243.8 220
16 58 0.84 249.7 270
17 50 0.77 308.0 308
18 46 0.40 189.0 183
19 48 0.51 221.4 215
20 51 0.59 226.8 230
21 60 0.59 163.9 180
22 53 0.69 245.6 270
Mean 1,(50) = 222.1 kN
Median Is (50) = 206.0 kN
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TABLE 9: Point-load strength tests for Stonehill Down chalk
Number
Platen 
Separation 
D (mm)
Load
P
(kN)
Is = P/D2 
(kN/m2) ü
1 63 2.14 539 600
2 53 3.87 1377.7 1400
3 60 4.94 1372.2 1500
4 53 2.27 808.1 870
5 53 1.74 619.4 650
6 50 3.34 1336.0 1336
7 45 2.80 1665.7 1550
8 54 3.10 1063.1 1100
9 52 4.0 1483.0 1500
10 60 3.07 852.8 930
11 60 4.14 1150.0 1270
12 56 3.74 1192.6 1250
13 60 3.81 1058.3 1200
14 59 2.80 804.4 870
15 53 2.00 712.0 750
16 55 3.21 1061.2 1100
Mean Is (50) =1117.3 kPa 
Median Is (50)= 1150.0 kPa
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TABLE 11 : Specimen data and uniaxial compression test results.
Chalk
Type
Mass
(g)
Diameter
d
(mm)
Length
L
(mm)
Saturated 
Density pMt 
(Mg/m3)
Uniaxial 
compressive 
strength 
CL (MPa)
Time to 
Failure 
(Min)
Specimen
Number
S
189 37.24 77.65 2.23 18.4 3 1S1
T
0 194 37.36 77.22
2.29
29.80 5 1S2
N
E
H
168 37.46 69.46 2.19 13.9 3 1S3
I
L 189
37.28 78.60 2.20 9.7 3 1S4
L
D
0
W
188 37.24 76.90 2.24 15.4 3 1S5
200 37.12 84.66 2.18 9.78 3 1S6
N 185 37.50 76.80 2.18 14.6 3 1S7
S
T
0
223 37.64 78.52 2.54 111 .0 8 2S8
N
E
H
I
L
L
222 37.67 78.42 2.54 102.0 7 2S9
221 37.67 77.42 2.56 113.0 7 2S10
D
o
223 37.70 78.30 2.55 122.0 7 2S11
W
N
224 37.69 79.18 2.53 115.0 6 2S12
173 37.54 78.46 1.99 2.97 21 LI
L
0
177 37.67 79.42 2.00 3.66 5 L2
W
E
174 37.70 78.22 1.99 3.84 5 L3
R 173 37.64 78.10 1.99 3.80 5 L4
F
R
180 37.74 80.40 2.00 3.74 4 L5
0
Y
171 37.53 77.96 1.98 3.40 4 L6
L
E
169 37.34 78.00 1.98 3.82 4 L7
173 37.71 77.46 1.99 3.84 4 L8
N
E
163 37.61 77.82 1.88 1.32 6 N1
E
D
163 37.60 77.82 1.89 1.46 9 N2
H
A
163 37.63 78.06 1.88 0.85 12 N3
M 164 37.62 78.54 1.87
1.41
11 N4
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